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Film Shoots Scenes at J—Wag‘
s
A bar full of patrons at J—Wag‘s
provided one backdrop for scenes of
The Delta, a film by Ira Sachs set
and shot in Memphis.
On Sun., Sept. 17, lights, cam—
eras and active participation by lo—
cals were shifted to J—Wag‘s at 1268
Madison. From about 7 p.m. to past
1 a.m., several scenes for the movie
were shot at the bar and outside on‘
Madison Ave.
Tommy Stewart, owner of J—
Wag‘s gaped in amazement as di—
rector Ira Sachs managed to get a bar
full of usually rambunctious patrons
quiet. The shooting called for people
to act normally— except they
couldn‘t talk outloud or make any
noise. Stewart said they did just that,
mouthing conversations silently and
even playing songs on a silent juke—
box.

The story involves a young afflu—
ent Jewish boy who spends most of
his time hanging out with high
school friends and most of his eve—
nings cruising off to cruise men in
the dark woods of a local park. A
chance encounter with a Vietnam—
ese man leads the two of them down
the Mississippi and into the heart of
the rural South.
Set.in Memphis and on the Mis—
sissippi, The Delta is also about a
place and community: large Jewish
families, suburban teens and Asian
immigrants in the New South.
Director Ira Sachs says the film
style is what might be called a "fic—
tional documentary" form — one
inspired by the likes of John
»#Cassavetes.

Along with over 100—non—profit agencies and commercial
vendors, Friends For Life AIDS
Resource Center enjoyed the attention of the 30,000
people attending the 1995 Cooper
Young FestivalSept. 17. The festival is fast becoming
the biggest Gay event that is not
a Gay event.

House Authorizes

Care Act Through
WASHINGTON (AP) _ The
House on Sept. 18 extended through
2000 the Ryan White Act, the fed—
eral government‘s main source of
funding for AIDS programs.
Locally the act funds four case
managers for Friends For Life AIDS
Resource Center as well as 10 other
programs in the area.
The House bill, approved by
voice vote, makes some changes in
the existing act, including giving
states more flexibility to provide a
wide range of treatments and sup—
port services.
;
It requires states to provide man—
datory AIDS counseling and volun—

Ryan

White

2000

tary HIV testing for pregnant women
and supports state programs requir—
ing mandatory HIV testing for new—
borns.
It modifies the distribution sys—
tem that saved most of the funding
for large urban areas that have been
hit hardest by the AIDS epidemic,
but ensures that no city currently re—
ceiving aid will face a reduction
greater than 1 percent of its 1995
funding level.
Differences must still be worked
out with a Senate version of the biil
passed in July.
s
The Ryan White Act, passed in
1990, provides grants to help states,

cities and health care providers of—
fer treatment and support services to
people infected with HIV and those
who have acquired AIDS, the illness
caused by HIV. The act is to expire
this year.
3
The bill was named for the
Kokomo, Ind., teen—ager, who con—
tracted AIDS through a blood trans—
fusion and led a nationwide
campaign for understanding of
AIDS victims before he died in
1990.
Congress appropriated $633 mil—
lion for the program in fiscal 1995.
A House—passed spending bill pro—
vides $644 million in 1996.

"m

Sachs, a Memphian who serves
as writer and director for The Delta,
An additional scene was shot the
has shown his most recent film, Lady
previous week at the Paris Adult
in festivals around the world includ—
Theatre.
ing the Sundance, Rotterdam and
The Delta is a dramatic story of Melbou
rne festivals and on the ex—
7 year—old boy and a Vietnamese
tensive Gay and Lesbian circuit.
man who escape theirlives in Mem— Lady
is distributed by Frameline
phis and run away on the Mississippi
Distribution. Sachs served as an as—
High Heels
River.
Pride Awards Tap Bes
sistant to director Norman René on
t in
Infused with the Southern legacy the film
Longtime Companion.
Comes Back
of Twain, Faulkner and the more
The Delta was shot on 16 mm
Gay and LesbianCommu
nit
y
contemporary Peter Taylor (The Old film, but
for Fourth Time
will be blown up to 35 mm
Forest), The Delta is a drama about
for distribution. Post production is
The brainchild that was Dennie
The Memphis Pride Awards, a
sex and love, and everything danger—
The winners included:
now underway with completion ex—
Wade
s in 1992 just keeps coming
"people‘s choice" balloted awards
* Barfly Award— Neil Sebranek _
ous in between.
f
pected in early 1996.
back. We‘re talking about High
program sponsored by Backstreet
* Most Popular Bartender—Jim
Hats, High Heels IV, the Friends For
and Memphis Pride, took to the stage
Deaton (Amnesia)
: /_
~;
Life Halloween Party.
Former Oregon Go
on Sept. 21 with plaques galore.
* M ost Popular Dance Club—
vernor
This year‘s extravaganza will
Hosted by Beverly Hills and
Amnesia
j
£ take place on
Sat., Oct. 28 in the
Newcomer Award—winner Kiera
Joins HRCF Board
* Most Popular DJ—Melina
—
covered parking garage of Holly
Mason, the show featured over a
(Amnesia)
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Elizabeth Birch, the fund‘s ex—
Trinity Community Church, 1559
dozen entertainers from most of the
* Favorite Emcee — Beverly Hills
Former Oregon Gov. Barbara Rob— ecutive
director, said Roberts
Madison.
bars around town.
* Favorite Entertainer—Hetti
erts on Sept. 24 joined the board of worked
to defeat anti—Gay initiatives
But don‘t expect just a midtown
Ballots
boxes and ballots were
McDaniel
directors of the Human Rights Cam—
in Oregon in 1992 and 1994. The
parking garage atmosphere. Plan—
placed
around
town
at
bars
and Gay—
* Newcomer Award—Kiera Mason
paign Fund, the nation‘s largest Les—
former Democratic governor also owned busines
ning has been underway for three
ses. Patrons were en—
* Flame Award (Most Obvious Ho—
bian and Gay political organization.
appointed Lesbians and Gay men as courag
mont
hs forthe event.
ed to enter their favorites in
mosexual in Public) — Nellie
"We must enlist the support of judges during
her term from 1991—95.
Once
again Matthew Presley and _
each
categor
y. The numbers were
more and more non—Gay citizens to
Neil
;
"She brings her wealth of expe—
Memphis: Scenic owner Bill
tabulated and the awards presented.
* Best Gay—owned Business (other
join this effort to ensure that all
rience and stature to a gifted and tal—
Andrews will weave their magic on
According to Shane Trice, one of
than a bar — Meristem
Americans without exception may
ented group of volunteers that guide
the
space. According to Allen Cook,
Backstreet‘s owners, every effort — * Most Helpf
live free from discrimination," Rob—
ul Charity in the
the politics and financial health of was
Execu
tive Director of Friends For
made
to make the contest an
Memphis Community— Friends
erts said.
HRCF," Birch said.
Life, "These two guys could take the
unbiased one.
For Life AIDS Resource Center
See High Heels on page 30
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ALeague Of Their

n.

Are They Ready?
with 16players
ontheirroLeagueCo
ster.Severalrequests
By Mike Morgan
were
made
by
MCSA
mmission
erp
HarryHarr
ingtonand
thecaptain
ofthegrou
That‘s
what
they‘ll
be
saying
when
the
with players
eight players
fornew
a donation
of onewereor
newlyformingBluffCitysoftball
leaguegets
two
from
the
team.
They
tothepointofapplyingformembershiptothe
flatly refused first game ofthe eight—
NorthAmericanGayAmateurAthleticAsso—
mangroup hadandto the
be forfeited.
ciation
(NAGAAA).
Are
they
ready
yet?
Needlesstosaytherewasmuchresentmen
It
seems
that
some
conflicts
between
the
ofthis new team with it‘s highambitionsandt
threeMemphisteamsattendingtheMusicCity
new uniforms.
ClassicmadeSept.us all16 look
and 17were
brought \to light snappy
Anotherbitofinformati
on isthattheleader
that
bad.
orleadersofthenewteamhavea
lmostsingle—
Earlier
this
year
Memphis
had
two
bar—
handedlyfacilitated
theformationofthenew
sponsored
teams
that
participated
in
the
Mu—
Bluff Cityforfalltheirleague. They should be com—
sicCity Softball Association (MCSA)
league mended
ofNashvillewhoseseasonended
inmid—July.
that‘s gone into that.efforts in all the legwork
During
the
season
both
teams
made
plans
to
There seems
to beteams,
a feeling
among mem—
attendAfterthetheMusic
City
Classic
in
September.
bersofthe
original
however,
thatlittle
seasonotherwasteams.
over aOnefewofpeople
toparticipat
no opportuni
ty
has
been
offered
them to—
broke
off
to
form
these
einthedeci
sion—maki
ngandadmin
new
teams
recruited
some
ofthe
better
play—
processes ofthis "so called" league,
ers from theoriginal teams leavingthem both istration
To
many
it didn‘t appear they had the
short ofplayers.
league‘sinterestinmindwhentheyrefusedto
On Saturday,
atteams
the beginning
ofthe outtour—a help out a sister team from their own city ei—
nament,
the
two
that
had
played
ther.
full
season
earlier
in
the
year
showed
up
in
Aleaguehastolookoutforallofitsteams,.
Nashvillewithonlyeightplayersononeteam
without
there is interest
no league. It should
and nine on the other. The group with nine have thewhich
community‘s
and
playersmanagedtofindacoupleofplayersin
encourage participation by newandin mind
inexperi—
Nashville
to
fill
out
theirteam.
encedplayers.
Aboveall
it one
shouldfeelsensurethat
The
newly
formed
team
with
many
ex—
everyone
has
fun
and
no
cheated,
players from the original teams showed up used or unappreciated.
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It should also be a league‘s responsibility
to ensure that if two teams are formed from
the same group of applicants, one of these
teams doesn‘t get stacked with better players
unless the better team will be playing in an
upper level class or division.
In light of these differences and conflicts,
Commisioner Harrington has stated that it
would be hard for him, in good conscience, to
back our league for a membership bid at the
annual NAGAAA convention in Minneapo—
lis next spring, but said that he would like to
meet with our teams in the next few weeks to
help us get organized into a more solid league.
A softball team is a wonderful thing. It
gives groups of people an excuse to travel to—
gether (and we all know how much queens
love to travel). It gives bar and business own—
ers an opportunity to advertise in other cities,
with their names splashed all over the chests
ofits players, and it promotes tourism because

when someone meets a nice group of people
from another city they say, "I‘m gonna have
to check that place out sometime." But with—
out a strong league that has a sense of com—
munity and cohesion, we will not have strong
teams to send to other cities.
Will Memphis have a NAGAAA sanc—
tioned league next spring? At this point it looks
doubtful. What is more likely to happen is that
we will have to play out a season as a non—
sanctioned league, elect some officers and
come up with some teams that can even get
along with each other and themselves.
It would be nice to see a softball league
succeed and flourish in our city. It would be
even greater to see everyone get back to the
joy of just playing ball.
We need to forget all this nonsense and put
it behind us. We‘ll start fresh next year and
we‘ii know when we‘re ready.

The Triangle Journal News welcomes let—
to avoid us and visit Oklahoma City, or some—
ters from its readers. Letters should be be as
where instead, because obviously, we do not
short as reasonable and typed ifpossible. Al—
need them.
though names may be withheld on request, all
How sad for us all.
letters should be signed and include a phone
— Relentlessly,
number for verification. Anonymous letters —
Steve Wesson
will not be printed. All letters are subject to
Memphis
editingfor spelling, punctuation andgrammar.
However every effort will be made to main—
I recently had the pleasure of attending the
tain the original intent of the writer.
Music City Classic V softball tournament ‘in
Letters should be mailed to: Triangle Jour—
Nashville. there were over fifty teams from
nal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN all over the United
States in attendance. Three
38111—0485 or faxed to (901) 454—1411.
_. were from Memphis. One of our teams was
ther
short by one player,anotherteam
from Mem—
Readers Riled About —
phis refused to loan them aplayer, thus forc—
ing them to forfeit the game, knocking out any
Softball Fiasco:
chance they might have had of bringing home
a trophy. The particular team in mention had
This weekend I visited Nashville to attend
six extra players, and some beautiful new uni—
a Gaysoftball tournament. There were hun—
forms, that perhaps they did not want to get
dreds of people there from all over the coun—
try, and some really nice ones too. The bars dirty. Ofcourse, news of this spread like wild—
fire thoughout the city of Nashville. What
were quite nice, the tournament enjoyable de—
wonderful PR for our Gay community! I sin—
spite the rain, and the general sense of Gay
cerely hope that the next time this team chooses
unity made me feel absolutely glad to be Gay.
to represent our city that they leave their petty,
However, something happened that really dis—
personal, and downright stupid attitudes be—
gusted me. One of our Memphis teams needed
hind where they belong. Such a lack of sports—
more players. Another team, though they had
manship is appalling! In an arena where
several extras, refused to loan them one. Natu—
rally news of this behavior and their sportsmanship and camaraderie are essential
their actions were downright embarrassing.
unsportsmanlike attitude immediately made
The Pipeline Pirates and the J—Wags Jag—
the rounds.
vars immediately threw a party in their hotel
How sad for all of us.
room and did what they could to salvage our
I am so glad that Memphis does not need
city‘s reputation. Wouldnt it be nice for us
to reflect a positive attitude when we engage
all to see hundreds of Gay athletes in this town
in anything out of town, or here either, for that
sometime. Such trivial actions by such people
matter. After all, our bars are overflowing with
with obviously very little sense of civic pride
Gay tourists, one sees so many new faces that
really cast a shadow on what could‘ve been a
it is almost overwhelming! Our quality of Gay
great chance to promote Gay Memphis.
life here makes Atlanta, New Orleans and St.
People from Cincinnati, St. Louis and even
Louis look like the stone age, and we have all
spectators all volunteered to help the afore—
these huge sports tournaments in Memphis.
mentioned team if they needed a player at any
Thank goodness we do not have to abide by
time during the weekend. I guess I‘ll probably
civilized rules of conduct and do not need or
have a good opinion of those cities as a result.
want to promote our community in a positive
What do they think about Memphis?
way.
Victor M. Rivera
I would like to thank that team for helping
us, in their own unique way, to do their part in
Memphis
influencing several hundred people at once,
See additional letters on page

Board of Directors cordially invites you to
attend our annual
benefit

masquerade ball.

NOEL

on Saturday,

T

October 28 from 8:30 until

at 1559

Madison

at Willett

featuring

—__SURPRISE

12:00

_

SPECIAL

GUEST ENTERTAINMENT

Tables are still available,

Tables of 10 — $300

&

but are limited!

$500» Tickets — $25

Tickets are available at:

_

per person

Ticketmaster, Meristem,

Star Search Video

and Amnesia.

Also available at the door. For more information, call (901 2 72—0855
Proceeds benefit the programs ofFriends For Life AIDS Resource Center.

j

Single ticket costs are not deductible as charitable contributions. A portion of the cost of table sales is deductible. Call for details.
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Lawyer Prepares For Supreme Court
Argument s on Amendment
2
BOULDER, Colo. (AP) — Boul— jority on the nine—member panel.
The U.S. Supreme Court is
Dubofsky‘s brief to the Supreme
plans to use fair housing cases
der attorney Jean Dubofsky plans to
Dubofsky said she selected
scheduled to hear arguments in the
Court has been supported by filings — brought by blacks in the
1960s and
tailor her arguments against Amend—
Kennedy because "he has shown
case in October.
from the American Bar Association,
1970s
as
a
basis.
ment 2 to Supreme Court Justice
more interest in civil rights protec—
In her speech to the university
the Colorado Bar Association,
A second argument will be there
Anthony Kennedy.
tions than the other justices have."
students, Dubofsky said she faces an
churches, an association of psychia—
was no rational basis for Amend—
"I have been told the way one
Dubofsky is the lead attorney for
uphill battle.
trists, psychologists and social work—
ment 2 because it does not result in
prepares for argument before the a group of Coloradans seeking to
"I‘m not sure we will prevail. It‘s
ers, several civil rights organizations
the goals the state claims it aimed to
_ Supreme Court is to figure out who
declare the anti—Gay rights amend—
a very, very, very conservative time
and several states and major cities.
achieve.
your fifth vote will be and frame
ment unconstitutional. The amend—
in this country and the United States
Dubofsky said her argument will
Dubofsky predicted the Supreme
your argument to reach that fifth
ment, approved by voters in 1992,
Supreme Court is very conserva—
focus on the 14th Amendment pro—
Court
will decide the case in the nar—
vote," Dubofsky told a group of would ban state and local laws that
tive," she said. "It‘s hard for people
tection, which states no single group
rowest
possible basis. "It‘s much too
University of Colorado law students
would prevent discrimination based
to understand how dramatic some of can be isolated and denied partici—
controversial to use this case as a
Sept. 13. Five votes would be a ma—
on sexual orientation.
its decisions were this term."
pation in the political process. She
sweeping decision," she said.

Maine Governor, Democratic Lead
ers, Launch Gay—Rights Countera
ttack
By Peter Jackson
Gwadosky, D—Fairfield, told a news
has organized in each county, and
the petition drive forcing the refer—
to restrict the actions of future legis—
Associated Press Writer
conference in the State House Hall
cheered each speaker.
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) —
Maine‘s top elected officials joined
forces with Gay—rights activists Sept.
12 to declare their opposition to a
referendum plan barring laws pro—
‘tecting homosexuals in Maine from
discrimination.
The elected officials criticized the
proposal as the work of an out—of—
state lawyer that would stir up ha—
tred among Mainers while restricting
their control over state laws.
"The referendum this fall is about
Maine people, but it‘s not by Maine
people," said House Speaker Dan

endum. More than 60,000 Maine

of Flags.
"I think it‘s a shame that this is
on the ballot," said independent Gov.
Angus King.
"We need to stop the hate against
those perceived as being different.
We need to stop the violence against
those perceived as being vulner—
able," said Attorney General An—
drew Ketterer, a Democrat elected
by the Legislature.
Several dozen Gay—rights sup—
porters attended the event, including
16 who carried signs representing
the chapters that the anti—referendum
group Maine Won‘t Discriminate

The group has the support of a
broad range of business and civic

a

The rewritten version does not

Concerned Maine Families be—

single out homosexuals but, rather,

littled the State House event as a

would limit protections to the 10

ber of Commerce and Industry, the

"‘nothing new‘ press conference"

categories currently covered under

Maine Council of Churches and the

and attacked Gay—rights advocates

the Maine Human Rights Act, in—

Maine Medical Association. It has

for accepting large cash donations

"cluding age, sex and race. It would

raised about $500,000 so far and

and hiring top campaign officials

repeal the city of Portland‘s Gay—

claims to have 4,000 volunteers

from out of state.

rights ordinance, the only one in

working throughout the state.

f

"Are the opponents of CMF so

force in the state, but state lawyers

"Maine is uniting against Ques—

desperate that they have to set up

have said its other implications are

tion 1," said Pat Peard, chairwoman

politicians to tell the people of Maine

not entirely clear.

of the group‘s executive committee.

how to think, feel and vote? We ex—

The anti—Gay rights proposal is

Organizers of the event also in—

pect Maine people to wholeheartedly

the first of eight propositions on the

vited Republican legislative
ers,

but

scheduling

lead—

conflicts

prevented them from attending, said

_

latures.

groups, including the Maine Cham—

Peard.

U

voters signed the petition.

f

reject such an insult," the group said

statewide ballot before Maine vot—

in a prepared statement.

ers on Nov. 7.

Although the group originally

On Sept. 12, the governor said

proposed an outright ban on state or

passage of the proposal would cloud

The referendum campaign is sup—

municipal Gay—rights laws, its lead—

state laws protecting other groups.

ported by several conservative

ers bowed to criticism by state at—

He cited veterans as one example.

groups, including one called Con—

torneys who said the proposal

cerned Maine Families, which led

violated the Constitution by seeking

"We don‘t need to be told how
to protect our citizens," he said.

fe
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By Kim I. Mills
Associated Press Writer

852 S. Cooper Memphis TN 38104

Solicitor General Edwin Kneedler
ALEXANDRIA (AP) — A gov—

(901) 272—2853

MUMS

&

PANSIES

PRETTIEST

IN

TOWN

ernment lawyer says the military can

EVER

SEE

argued Sept. 12 in the case of former
Navy Lt. Paul Thomasson.

presume that members of the armed

Thomasson, 32, was dismissed

forces who declare they are Gay will

from the Navy after he gave a letter

commit prohibited homosexual acts:

to his commanding admiral stating,

"The military doesn‘t have to
wait until they actually occur" be—

COME

fore starting the process of throw—
ing the service member out, Deputy

"I am Gay."

Ye"

Thomasson‘s case was argued

before the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in a special expedited ses—
sion. It is the first legal challenge to
the Clinton administration‘s policy
to reach the federal appeals level.
A second, similar case — in
which the government is appealing
the lower—court decision — is sched—
uled to be argued this fall before the
New York—based 2nd U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals.

OUR

Kneedler contended that the
"don‘t ask, don‘t tell" policy is fair
because open homosexuals have the

EXPANDING

opportunity to defend themselves

GIFT LINE!!

against the presumption that they
will have Gay sex.

Custom
y

Dried

made

But

Arrangements

Tues—Sat

Hollow

Ridge

Ozark Bed & Breakfast

AR

10am—6pm

Exclusive Resort for Men & Women
Hot Tub — Country Club Privileges

Sunday
Rt. 4, Box 155

publ.. 5) fiy., 1bm—6pm
J

",

3.300

1 M o)
1k HCH

2" P

J

3%A

Visa/MC/DIsc/AE
(—A

Eureka Springs, AR 72632
(501) 253—5283

4

Alan

B.

Moore,

Thomasson‘s attorney, argued that
the presumption can‘t be disproved.
"What this policy does is ... it thrusts
the burden of proof of a negative on
the service member," Moore argued.
Thomasson has never attempted
to "rebut the presumption," Moore
said. Rather, he told his discharge
board he would not "degrade" him—
self by "disproving a charge about
sexual conduct that no one has
made."
Moore contended the policy vio—
lates Thomasson‘s right of free
See Service Member on page 30
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Actlwst Debuts as Voice of Clinton Campaign
campaign press secretary. "She is a cocktail parties and talk about what campaign consultant in Boston and
political animal."
the president should do," Lewis said. in Washington.
© Tate said Lewis‘ left—of—center
HerbrotherisRep.BarneyFrank,
Born in Jersey City, N.J., Lewis
reputation could "present problems was an aide to the mayor of Boston, D—Mass.,who shares herliberalcre—
for a candidate who moves all over served in the 1976 presidential cam— dentials
the place," but, "No one should un— paign of Sen. Birch Bayh of Indiana
By Tom, Raum
Associated Press Writer

tion campalgn joining a staff of
fund—raisers and clerical help.
Working out ora nondescript of—
fice building several blocks from the
White House, Lewis will serve as
deputy campaign manager and com—
munications director. She comes
aboard months before the rest of the
team is expected to be in place.
._
"The president is getting criti—
cized in harshly partisan terms," she

saidin an interview as Clinton was
~ winding up his Wyoming vacation.
"There needed to be a clearly desig—
nated campaign spokesperson would
could both respond to these unwar—
ranted attacks and begin making the
case for his re—election."
And make the case she will.
"She is very quick—witted and
opinionated," said Sheila Tate, a
public relations executive who was
Republican George Bush‘s 1988

Billboard Company Won‘t
Put up Gay Group‘s Messag
e
ROANOKE (AP) — A bill— ing this business was not in our
board company has refused to ac— best business interests," said Keith
cept an advertisement from a Austin, Lamar‘s general manag
er
homosexual group with a two— in Roanoke.
word message: "Diversity En—
The company last year leased
riches."
seven billboards to the committee
Lamar Advertising said the for a similar message: "Celebrate
Committee for Lesbian and Gay Diversity." But the company
re—
Concerns‘ message, with its rain— ceived complaints about the
signs,
bow background, is too controver— one was spray—painted "Kill
Fags,"
sial and could hurt its business.
and several people denounced the
"It was just simply a business signs in letters published
in The
decision that we made that accept— Roanoke Times.

““‘\\“\“

4

an}

derestimate Ann Lewis‘ tenacity."
and worked for Reps. Stanley
White House press secretary Lundine, D—N.Y., and Barbara
Mike McCurry said Lewis was well Mikulski, D—Md. _Sh_e has been a
liked by core Democratic constitu—
encies and that she would not let her
pxas
sss
AXmas
own views, when they differed from
the president‘s, interfere with efforts {
to portray Clinton as a moderate.
"She has the ability to transform
policy positions into strong political
statements," McCurry said.
f
A woman who speaks in a high,
fast voice, Lewis said there‘s no /
question over who makes final de—
cisions on presidential policy: "The
re—election of an incumbent presi—
/
dent starts with that president."
As for her role, she said, "I‘m A
bringing to it everything I‘ve done
so far."
A
Lewis said she‘s reading up on 4
the difficulties faced by campaign—
ing incumbents.
—
"One unnecessary problem in /
1992 for Bush was that the White
House and campaign were such
separate and hostile entities. We will
avoid that, even if it means we‘re a
little slower to build up our cam— f
paign structure," she said.
Lewis was first approached to be
White House communications direc— a
tor. But Clinton was so impressed
with her articulateness that he in—
sisted on a higher—profile post, presi— fade
dential aides said.
/
She admits to little experience in C,
working with Clinton, except for a
brief stint in 1981 when she was q
DNC political director and he had j
just been defeated in his first bid for
re—election as Arkansas governor.
"He came up and was going to
do some work with state and local
candidates with the DNC," Lewis f
said. "Instead, he decided to return
to Arkansas. It was one of the gutsi— —
est decisions he ever made. He could /
have lived a very good life in Wash— f
ington."
But then he never would have A
been elected president.
"That‘s right. He could have
joined the set of people who go to
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1 as the first paid major official of
the ﬂedghng Clinton—Gore re—elec—

and caustic wit.
Lewis conceded Clinton‘s poll
figures are low now, but she sug—
gested that Americans are growing
more comfortable with him.

Sx~%ysssmasitee

WASHINGTON (AP) — AnnEF.
Lewis, the Democratic activist who
is turning the lights on at President
Clinton‘s re—election campaign
‘headquarters, looks to be an easy
target for Republicans. But take a
closer look.
Her credentials seem as liberal as
they come: until August, vice presi—
— dent of Planned Parenthood, former
director of Americans for Demo—
cratic Action, a onetime adviser to
Jesse Jackson, an outspoken advo—
cate of abortion rights and Gay
rights. She is a columnist for Ms.
Magazine and author of such articles
as "Feminists Will Strike Back" and
"Year of the Woman Isn‘t Just a
Fling."
But Republicans who know her
— and that includes most major
GOP figures — approach her with
.
cautious respect.
They know the former political
director of the Democratic National
Committee is among the best in the
business at clearly advocating a po—
sition. Her quick mind and keen wit
have demolished many a GOP com—
batant on television panel shows and
debates.
Lewis, 57, reponedto work Sept.

"I think the pounding has gone
as far as it can go. It seems clear to
me at this point that piling it on fur—
ther has no further effect on the pub—
lic," she said.
She‘s ready to go to work: "I
think this may be the most impor—
tant election ofmy lifetime. I wanted
to play a part in it."
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Facing Dismissal, Teacher Defends Using
Bo
NEW IPSWICH, N.H. (AP) —
A high school English teacher fac—
ing dismissal for refusing to remove
books about Gays and Lesbians from
her classroom acknowledges she
made a mistake in judgment.
But Penny Culliton said her er—
ror was in response to a much big—
ger mistake in judgment — the
school administration‘s order to re—
move the books in the first place.

"I don‘t see how anyone can ex—
pect an English teacher who takes
her job seriously to go along," with
such an order, Culliton told the
Mascenic Regional School Board
Sept. 11 which held hearings on
whether to fire her.
_
Culliton said she was asked to
follow "an unethical, immoral or—
der."
Lawyers on both sides agreed that
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Dallas Police Chief Spea
ksto
By Hanine Zuniga
Associated Press Writer

DALLAS (AP) — Police Chief
Ben Click offered the Dallas Gay
and Lesbian Alliance a sobering fact:
Of the 32 documented hate crimes
in Dallas this year, one—third have
been against homosexuals.
About 50 members listened Sept.
11 as the uniformed Click stood
aside the podium and challenged
them to think of ways to interact with
their communities and neighbors. He
suggested starting neighborhood
crime watch groups.
"How are you involved in your
community?" Click asked. "It‘s in—
dividual to each one of us as to what
it is that we think we can contribute.
~But what is it we can contribute to
our community?"
4
Click, who spoke to the alliance
at its monthly meeting, also dis—
cussed his views on the mission of .
the department and its relationship
with the Gay and Lesbian commu—
nity.
"I think our relationship is one
of increased trust," Click said, ac—
knowledging the historic mistrust
and the fact that some officers dis—
approve of homosexuality as a
lifestyle choice.
"It‘s important that we overcome

Open 24 Hours |
Daily BYOB

*

that because the Gay and Lesbian
community has every right to be
treated as citizens with respect and
dignity as any other group in the
community," he said. "We‘ve taken
a very strong stance on that."
The relationship between homo—
sexuals in Dallas and the city‘s po—
lice department has not always been
so friendly.

Gay, LesbianCommunity
A Lesbian who claimed in 1990 orientation and we don‘t expect them
she was denied a job as a Dallas po— to give us that information."
lice officer settled a lawsuit against
DGLA president Cece Cox said
the city last year. Mica England ac— the Gay and Lesbian commun
ity has
cepted a $73,000 award that ended a good relationship with Click
and
a‘legal battle that Gay advocates the Dallas Police Department.
hailed as a victory.
"In talking with our activist co—
"We‘ve changed our hiring horts in other cities, we feel
very
policy since then," Click said. "We fortunate," Ms. Cox said. "He‘s
been
don‘t ask questions regarding sexual very responsive to us."

Joycelyn Elders Criticize
s
Dallas County‘s AIDS Eff
ort
DALLAS (AP) — Former Sur—
geon General Joycelyn Elders, in
town to accept an award from one
of Texas‘ largest Gay rights groups,
says she doesn‘t regret making the
remarks about drugs and masturba—
tion last year that cost her job.
She defended her short but
stormy tenure as the nation‘s top
health official and criticized Dallas
County commissioners for their ap—
proach to fighting AIDS and drug
abuse.
Commissioners, in objecting to
distribution of condoms, have "set
your city and county back 10 years,"
Ms. Elders said a news conference
Saturday.
"To politicize public health and
do the kind of things we know don‘t
work makes no sense. The people

MEMPHIS

of Dallas should revolt against that
kind of action," she said.
She was responding to reporters‘
questions about the Commissioners
Court and its refusal in recent
months to let county workers distrib—
ute publicly purchased condoms and
needle sterilization kits.
Ms. Elders said she was flattered
to receive the 1995 Humanitarian
Award from the Texas Human
Rights Foundation, an Austin—based
group that represents homosexuals
and people with AIDS who say they
have experienced discrimination.
Michael Garbarino, the group‘s
executive director, praised Ms. El—
ders for bringing greater understand—
ing to the nation about people with
AIDS.
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Ms. Cox said Click was instru—
mental in adding the term "sexual
orientation" to the department‘s
Code of Conduct.
The code now states thatofficers
will not talk or act in a derogatory
or demeaning manner based on
anyone‘s race, age, religion, gender
or sexual orientation.
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Meet Braulio The Penis, Star of AIDS Preve
ntion Campaign
BRASILIA, Brazil (AP) —
AIDS awareness ads showing a
womanizer arguing with his penis,
nicknamed Braulio, were pulled
from the airwaves Sept. 15 in part
, because children named Braulio
were being teased.
The children‘s mothers had com—
plained of the teasing by school—
mates, the newspaper Jornal do
Brasil reported, quoting Health Min—
ister Adib Jatene.
The Health Ministry‘s depart—
ment for sexually transmitted dis—
eases also fielded at least 18
telephone calls from men named
Braulio who were upset about the
use of their name, the daily news—
paper O Globo said.
Jatene ordered the TV and radio
spots taken off the air Sept. 15 until
a new nickname is chosen, TV
Globo reported.
The government will also review
the spots to decide if they‘re ob—
scene, O Globo said.
The ads, first aired on TV and
radio on Sept. 14, feature a man at
odds with his penis, which insists on
having indiscriminate sex with as
many women as possible without
using a condom.
Lair Guerra de Macedo, coordi—
nator of the Health Ministry‘s AIDS
Prevention Program, told O Globo
that Braulio‘s owner "is the typical

Brazilian male who knows all about
the disease but refuses to take any
preventive measures."
In one spot, Braulio‘s owner,
played by a fully—clothed actor sit—
ting in a chair, has the following dia—
logue with Braulio:
Braulio: "This place is full of in—
teresting women."
Owner: "Behave yourself,
Braulio."
Braulio: "How do you expect me
to behave with so many beautiful
women?"
Owner: "OK, but if you come out
you‘re going to have to use a
condom."
Braulio: "OK, you win. But get
the condom quickly because there‘s
this gorgeous woman staring at me."
TheCBN all—news radio network
said its Brasilia station got indignant
calls from relatives of Braulios con—
cerned about jokes and 1mpr0pn-

eties.
"In a First World country, we‘d
be getting rich with a libel suit," said
businessman Braulio Torres, 58,
who told the daily Estado de Sao
Paulo he‘s been the brunt of jokes
since the ads began. "This is humili—
ating."
But why Braulio?
The Health Ministry hired the
Master polling agency in the south—
ern city of Curitiba to find out popu—

lar nicknames for the male sex or—
gan, newspapers reported. Among
them were Anastacio, Bimbo,
Tonho, Petronio and Braulio.
The other names reportedly were
discarded for different reasons
Petronio was too long, Bimbo too
childish. Braulio was felt to be just

right.
The Roman Catholic Chumh says
the campaign has gone too far.
The secretary general of the Na—
tional Conference of Brazilian Bish—
ops,
Monsignor. Raimundo
D‘Amasceno Assis, said "the moral

and ethical aspects of this campaign
are totally unacceptable."
He said it promotes indiscrimi—
nate sex and "gives the false impres—
sion that the use of a condom is 100
percent effectlve against the dis—

ease."

Lesbian Activists Disrupt Conservative
Women‘s Panel
By Charlene L. Fu
Associated Press Writer
BEIJING (AP) — Booing and
screaming "lies, all lies," a group
of Lesbian rights activists tried to
drown out conservatives who ac—
cused the Fourth World Conference
on Women of being anti—family and
anti—religion.
The raucous panel discussion was
the first major activity by conserva—
tives, who were trying to raise their
profile as delegates wrestled with the
most contentious chapters of the
conference‘s final resolution.
The audience of about 300
cheered and applauded. speakers
— of various religions and nation—
alities — who claimed the
conference‘s draft Platform for
, Action condones pedophilia and

bestiality.

The proposed platform lan—
guagemakesnomentionofeither,
butdoesprovideforsexual rights.
Theconservativessaythatbecause
these rights are not defined in de—
tail,theycouldembraceevensuch
extremes.
"Itisupto usindeedtoprevent
thisfromhappening,"onespeaker,
Gwen Landholt, declared to wild
applause.
"Do notsocieties,
let theincluding
depravityLes—of
Western
bianism,sexualorientation,break—
ingabuse,downdivorce,
of thedofamily,
alcohol
not
let
that be
imposed
upon
you."
Lesbians
and their supporters
booedWhen
andtheheckled.
floorthe wasmedia,opened
to
questions
from
a
Les—
bian
activist tookthe
andrefusedto
relinquishmicrophone
it, dodg—

ingorganizerswhot
grabit
fromh
eSubsequent
r. questionsried todetério—
rated intuontshoutingmatches,con—
tinuing
il time raneftoutthehforthe
panelandeveryonel
al .
Thepanelistswerenottheonly
critREALWomen,aCanadiano
ics to speakupSept. 1 . r—
ganization,saidi
n astatementt
hat
"theBeijingdocumenti
s
contrary
tmanyo the countries.
culture andThereligiondocument
ofso
imposeswesternfeministcultursaal
valuesworldwideandassuchi
raciOthers
st document."
said too much time is
beingspentonissuessuchasabor—
ion. MargaretOgola,aphysician
fromtminorhealthissuei
Kenya, said abortion
was a
n
mostofAf—
comparedwiththelackofba—
sriiccamedicalc
are.
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Chlef Missouri AIDS Program Broke, More Than $1 MI||IOI1in Debt
or sources of care, such as veterans hospitals.
them of the spending halt. Other federally
"It‘s devastating to them. They‘re very up—
By
Scott
Charton
The Department of Health works with advi— funded AIDS programs administered by the set," Peters said. "Some people are wonder—
Associated Press Writer
sory panels made up of local AIDS agencies and department are in business and in the black, ing how they will eat."
care providers to set policies for spending the they were told.
Erise Williams, executive director of
JEFFERSON
CITY,
Mo.
(AP)—More
grant.
Dave Peters, executive director ofthe AIDS Blacks Assisting Blacks Against AIDS, said
than$1
in unpaidbills
havestacked
Ms. Kiviahan said those panels pushed to Project of Springfield, said 257 people in his that indigent clients of his St. Louis—based
upvoured
at a amillion
state—run
AIDS
program
that
de—
make more people eligible starting in April 1994, 29—county area "depend on those dollars."
group were already being denied services.
$2.2
million
federal
grant
seven
after the program wound up its first year with
monthsaheadofschedule,Missouri‘shealth unspent money.
directorsaid.
They agreed to discard a limit on prescrip—
Living with
"Inadequate
controls"
led
to
the
red
ink,
tion spending, and allow payments for "non—tra—
forColeen
whichKivlahan
she takes
"full
responsibility,"
ditional treatments" including acupuncture and
Ms. Kivlahan said.
AIDS
on The
Sept.program,
11. toldTheAssociatedPress chiropractic,
And they expanded the maximum possible
Health

mtroducedin Missouri in
1993, covers nearly 1,400 people who have
tested HIV—positive or who have AIDS.
Ms. Kivlahan told the AP that controls
once imposed on the program were lifted
last year to make more people eligible —
and to assure that no unspent grant money
lapsed back to Washington.
"This program just got away from us,"
she said. "It‘s very sad, it‘s very embarrass—
— ing and very real. This will have a realim—

pact on real people."
Already, prescriptions have gone un—
filled, dental appointments have been can—
celed and some indigent sick people are
wondering how they will eat, local AIDS
organizations said.
The $2.2 million was meant to cover 12
months of services, starting last April 1, for
people who are HIV—positive or who have
AIDS.
But by the end of July, the money was
gone, including $200,000 spent to cover a
deficit from last year‘s program, Ms.
Kivlahan said.
Yet the overspending — first reported by
the Columbia Daily Tribune — continued
into August. It included perhaps $1.9 mil—
lion for items including rent assistance, food
and nursing care for patients with full—blown
AIDS, Ms. Kivlahan said.
Payments ranged from $375 monthly for
food and rent up to $20,000 monthly for
nursing care covering a few people in the
late stages ofAIDS. The funding is intended
for people who don‘t have private insurance

outside income of recipients, boosting it to
$30,000 annually for individuals, up to a ceiling
of $60,500 annually for households with up to
three dependents.
There was no system to keep track of grant
spending that was being approved by some 60
publicly paid "care coordinators" across Mis—
souri who reviewed applications for benefits,
Ms. Kivlahan said.
"In June and July, there was clearly a trend
toward too many folks with too many services,
too much need and too much authorization. In
August it became extremely clear," Ms.
Kivlahan said.
From last April through the end of August,
1,376 people were eligible for the program, and
their ranks were projected to grow quickly, of—
ficials said. For the entire year ending April 1, a
total of 1,600 people were covered at a cost of
about $2.4 million.
Ms. Kivlahan said she learnedof the over—
spending Sept. 7. That day, she sent a memo to
all care coordinators "telling them to stop au—
thorizing any new service until further notice."
She also ordered an in—house audit to deter—
mine how much was still owed.
Ms. Kivlahan said the figure is "on the low
end" between $1 million and $2 million. Local
AIDS agencies said that a $1.9 million shortfall
was estimated by the department during con—
tactslast week.
"I take full mp0ns1b1hty,” Ms. Klvlahan said.
"I will take appropriate action to assure it doesn‘t
happen again."
The local AIDS agencies were shocked and
scrambling for solutions after the department told
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the face value of the policy.
In some instances, we pay more
than 80%. No fees or processing
costs are ever
from your
hone.
} deducted
.

1

(800)

8003264
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Record—Setting
BYLINE
Once again, it is time for my
monthly bowling article, and boy is
_ there just too much to tell! First, with
the closing of summer comes the
beginning of the Brothers and Sis—
ters Bowling League‘s 10th season,
I am glad to report a record—setting
turnout. Second, some of the
league‘s members have been travel—
ing all over the. country promoting
the league and the St. Patrick‘s In—
vitational Tournament (SPIT). Fi—
nally, the bowling league has
changed formats, bowling houses,
and some new faces have joined us
for our season. I told you there was
a lot to tell...
I am glad to report that the
league‘s registration night on Aug.
25, was positively a hit. The turnout
was record setting. We had over 80
bowlers sanction with the league.
This made for an interesting di—
lemma for the league‘s officers due
to the fact that we had only 64slots
available. For two weeks we sought
counsel from many of the members
that have been around for many
years, and we decided that we would
have to go to five—man teams. This
is the first time in our league‘s 10
years that we have had more than
four—man teams. All ofus are excited

Turnout for

that the turnout was so fantastic, and
that our only concern is that we had
so many people interested in join—
ing the league. I would like to per—
sonally welcome all of the new
members and those new faces that
have decided to come faithfully and
watch the antics that go on while
we are bowling.
The league is not the only one
growing, however, because the SPIT
Committee has been growing as
well. The enthusiastic leaders, and
the good—looking members have
been selling Jell—O shooters like they
were going out of style. (Luckily it
seems that sweets and alcohol never
go outof style.) Many ofthe league‘s
members have traveled throughout
the summer to many of the bowling
tournaments that have been held in
cities across the country. The league
had 18 representatives in the Nash—
ville tournament held in July. It
seemed that those bowling were ei—
ther sexually frustrated or really had
whatit takes to be a winner. Mem—
phis had more than 10 winners. We
had members on the first and fifth
place teams, and in the top 10 in
singles and doubles. Even if we
didn‘t bow! well, some of the mem—
bers won the raffle prizes given
away, and over $400 was taken
home by the proud Memphians who

Tenth

Bowling

Season

attended this fun event. Ask anyone
hoping that Lady A. will make an
anniversary is proving to be the best!
who went on the wonderful bus ride
appearance and find it in her dear,
P.S.; Dear CB, it is not advised to
that was offered by the tournament.
sweet heart to mention us in her col—
use the Pebbles hairdo on a league
That event in itself made the trip
umn. It seems that even she is miss—
bowling night. Maybe in the quiet re—
worthwhile. Two league members
ing out on the best thing to happen
cesses ofyour home, but not in front of
traveled to Austin, Tex., and a four in Memphis in many years. Our 10th
hundreds of people. Just a suggestion.
man team went to St. Louis, Mo.,
over the Labor Day holiday. From
Showing of Jeffrey
what I gather both trips have stories
to be heard.
I would like to thank all of those
to Benefit Aloysius Home
new and returning men and women
who came for the start of the 10th
You and your friends can laugh
to renovate a building as a residence
together at a local showing of Jef—
season of the Brothers and Sisters
for people with AIDS.
Bowling League. The participation frey. This is a poignant, romantic,
The showing under the generous
from the Gay and Lesbian commu—
Gay comedy. Brian Batt, as Darius
sponsorship of Terry Beaty and Re—
searches for love in the nineties.
nity is wonderful. It seems, by the
gency Travel will be at the Cinema
Darius is a chorus boy from Cats
great turnout, that there are other in—
12 which is located at 5117 Old
whose best friend is portrayed by
dividuals who want an alternative to
Summer Road. This "not—to—miss"
Steven Weber from Wings. Also
the very familial bar scene and who
event will be Oct. 12, at 7 p.m.
are not afraid to try something new.
appearing in the film are Patrick
Tickets for the film are $15.
If you have not found out all the
Stewart (Star Trek, The Next Gen—
There is a cocktail party atthe Lisa
wonderful and exciting things that eration), Kathy Najimi, Olympia
Kurtz Gallery (766 White Station)
Dukakis and Sigourney Weaver.
bowling can do for you, it is not too
after the show. Tickets for the show
late. Please call David Moore at 725—
This showing will benefit
and cocktails are $35.
f
4347 or Linda Etherton at 323—3111.
Aloysius Home. Aloysius Home
Make memories and support a
operates an adult day program for great cause. Call Aloysius Home at
The League bowls every Friday
people with AIDS and is preparing
night at 7 p.m. at Cherokee Bowl—
274—8321 for ticket information.
ing Center on Lamar. If you would
like to come watch us bowl orif you
are interested in subbing on one of
the teams, call us. Join us in the new
Drag Olympics Raises
movement that is sweeping across
the Gay and Lesbian community.
Money for Friends
Don‘t miss your chance. I am even

Friends For Life Pantry Wish List
deodorant » shampoo » razors —
baby and adult diapers » paper products
pasta » cream soup «canned veggies » cereal « canned meat!

Drop Items by Friends For Life
at 1450 Poplar — 9—5:30 weekdays

930 South Cooper

The second annual Drag Olympics held Aug. 31...
at Amnesia raised $2,234 for Friends For Life HIV
Resources.
A crowd of about 300 attended the benefit.
The show, which began at 11:30 p.m. on the

Thursday night featured fast—paced performances
by 18 of the area‘s professional and amateur fe—
male impersonators.
Organized by Dennis Belski (Melina), this year‘s
event doubled last year‘s donation.
Performances ranged from the serious to the ri—
diculous and several performers staged production
numbers which brought down the house.
Love Shack Betty was selected as the Drag Olym—
pics equivalent of decathelon winner Bruce Jenner.

Meristem)
(901) 276—0282

>
Books & More for Women & Their Friends

Open Wed.—Sat. 10—6, Sun. 1—5

The Legendary Singer—Songwriter

Sheridan Lambe,

Lcsw

Joyce Schimenti,

Lesw

ALIX DOBKIN IN CONCERT
One Performance Only

Specializing in

SUNDAY, OCT. 15 — 7 P.M.
THE COFFEE CELLAR — 3573 SOUTHERN
Tickets: $15 in Advance

—

$18 at the Door

¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling

$18 Special "Concert & Dessert" Ticket
Available in advance only!
ALIX DOBKIN

| Tickets available at Meristem and The Coffee Cellar

Workshop: "Women‘s Culture: Where‘s It From & What‘s It To Ya?"
7 p.m. Mon., Sept. 16 at University Center, Room 317, University of Memphis
Free and Open to the Public — Sponsored by BGALA
y

—

¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling

f
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Southern
—

Country

By Steve Smith

Once again 18 members of the
Southern Country Memphis chapter
got the out—of—townitch, this time for
the Southern Country Atlanta Round
Up ‘95.
Approximately 2,500 country &
western dancers and performers ap—
peared at the event held at the Holi—
day Inn Atlanta Central, Aug.
18th—20th. Festivities began Friday
evening with all—night dancing in the
grand ballroom. Saturday afternoon,
dance swaps were held during which
new dances were taught by differ—
ent S.C. chapters. Saturday evening,
the dance exhibition was held. It was
truly unbelieveable. Dancers from

all over the country (Boston, Chat—
tanooga, San Francisco, South
Florida, Houston and, of course,
Memphis) performed. Once again,
the Memphis chapter was well rep—
resented by an outstanding group of
dancers. The routine was danced to
the tune "Whose Bed Have Your
Boots Been Under" and was choreo—
graphed by Lyndall Honeycutt and
Ken Mcintosh. Costumes were de—
signed with fringe hanging from
shoulders to the bottoms of the boots.
Closing the show were the com—
bined talents of two S.C. chapters
who had not met their dance part—
ners until Friday night. They had
learned the routine by swapping vid—
eotapes weeks earlier. Southern

Pageant Artifact

The oldest extant tangible piece
of memorabilia in the Memphis Gay
and Lesbian community has found
a new home at the Community Cen—
ter.
The Miss Gay Memphis plaque,
listing all of the winners of the old—
est pageant in the area, was given to
the MGLCC to be placed on perma—
nent display.The pageant was
founded after a Halloween party in
1968. The 1969 pageant was held at
the Guild Theatre on Poplar (now
Circuit Playhouse) on Halloween to
permit contestants to appear in drag.
A city ordinance prohibited cross—
dressing at the time and the pageant,
held with certain expectation of a
raid, was held withoutincident and
the late Jerry Cagle became the first
official Miss Gay Memphis using
her stage name of Candice. Coinci—
dentally, this was not quite six
months after the Stonewall Rebel—

Memphis

Moves

lion in New York.
The pageant became a rallying
° point and a tradition, founded by
Belles Ltd. and carried on by the
Queen‘s Men for over a decade. In
the late 1980s the title passed into
private ownership and there were
several hiatuses between pageants.
Tommy Stewart revived the event
as a benefit for Friends For Life in
1989 and held it for two years. Frank
Cooper and David DaPonte held one
pageant in 1992 and its new owner
is making plans to revive it again.
The plaque was begun by the
Queen‘s Men in 1972 andjoins a tro—
phy and crown as artifacts of earlier
pageants. The trophy is the oldest
relic and is still in private ownership.
The crown is in the posession of
the newest owner of the title, Gary
Salles, and the title itself is borne by
Amber Starr. The plaque was in stor—
age at George‘s on Marshall St. and

Boot

Scoots to Atlanta

Country South Florida and Boston‘s
Gays for Patsy (altogether about 60
dancers in one routine) made the fi—
nale truly memorable. All—night
dancing continued afterwards. Sun—
day, the festivities ended with danc—
ing and an afternoon BBQ at
Hoedowns, one of Atlanta‘s coun—
try hot spots (you know, you can‘t
keep a good hoe down). Speaking
for myself and other S.C. Memphis
members, we can‘t wait until next
year. We had the time of our lives.
Thank you Atlanta and all the other
S.C. chapters; you were wonderful.
As club DJ for S.C. Memphis, I
invite you to join us every Tuesday
at WKRB at 8 p.m. and every Fri—
day at 501/505 at 9 p.m. where the

to

Next year‘s slogan is a continua—
tion of this year‘s theme: "Bigger
Party, More Purpose." The new logo
uses the familiar pink triangle with
rainbow colored balloons beneath.
Buttons with the new logo will be

available during National Coming
Out Day celebrations the weekend
of Oct. 7. Information will also be
avaialable about the poster contest
for next year‘s celebrations as well
as the limited edition "Party With a
Purpose" souvenir bandanas.
National Coming Out Day, Wed.,
Oct. 11, will be commemorated at
the Pipeline (on Wednesday) and
Memphis Pride volunteers will cir—
culate among Memphis night spots
the previous weekend.

was inherited by Cooper and
DaPonte in the sale of the business.
It was located when the pageant was
revived, given to the benefit and re—
conditioned.
When the pageant changed hands
again, there were outstanding ex—
penses for the restoration of the
plaque. Vincent Astor, TJN histo—
rian, committed to collect donations
to redeem the plaque and the entire
amount was offered by Cooper and
DaPonte. The two other donors,
MGLCC president, Hunter Johnston
and Astor, will use their commit—
ments to add missing names and
make some minor corrections to the
previous list.
The plaque will be unveiled in its
new home at the Oct. 21 pot luck at
MGLCC. An invitation is being ex—
tended to all former Miss Memphis
titleholders, former members of
Belles Ltd. and the Queen‘s Men and
Gary Salles, new owner of the title.

The date for next year‘s parade
has been set for the second week—
end in June. The popular buttons and
T—shirts are still available at Mer—
istem Books and will be available at
the next meeting Saturday, Oct. 7 at
MGLCC at 11 a.m. The limited edi—
tion souvenir bandanas will also be
available at the meeting.
Thanks to Backstreet for hosting
the Memphis Pride table at the first
annual Memphis Pride Awards and
for the Pride motif in the decorations.

Friends For Life Sets Ope
n House for Oct. 5
Friends For Life will celebrate
the opening of its new AIDS Re—
source Center by staging an open
house at 1450 Poplar on Thurs.,
Oct. 5, from 4—7 p.m. The agency
moved from quarters at 321 S.
Bellevue on June 15.
—
The open house will give do—
nors, volunteers and friends of the
agency an opportunity to meet new
staff members as well as tour the
5,000—square—foot facility. The

Volunteer Coordinator, Tara
McAdams, will also be available
to answer questions about volun—
teer opportunities.
Staffing of the agency has in—
creased by almost 50 percent. Two
additional case managers have
been added as a result of HIV/
AIDS Consortium funding. It is
also expected that a new Educa—
tion Director and HIV/AIDS Edu—
cator will also be hired by then.

and hope to see you there. Look out,
Chattanooga... in November, we‘re
on the way.

MGLCC

Memphis Pride Celebrate
s N COD
At the last meeting of Memphis
Pride the new board of directors was
elected. Dennis Kijowski and Andy
Cain were elected as Co—Chairs; Paul
Biscontine, Secretary; Carol Molder,
Treasurer and John Billis, Parlia—
mentarian.

dancing begins and you make
friends. If you want to learn to coun—
try western dance (line dance and
couple dance) come see us. Thanks

Michael Coleman, former ex—
ecutive director of Friends For
Life, will be returning from Reno,
Nev., to participate in the open
house festivities. Coleman was
instrumental in securing the new
facility, but was unable to stay
through the actual move.
The open house will be an in—
formal affair with beverages and
snacks.

102 NorthCleveland — 725—8156

(4 — 6 PM)

Monday

$1® Longnecks

Tuesday

75¢ Mug—O—Draft

Wednesday

Ladies Day—$1® Longnecks
For Men Only — $1® Longnecks
Light—Up — $1® Light Beers
"Miss Bitch‘s Surprise"

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

(7 — 9 PM)
All Specials Are Domestic Beer Only
Monday
Tuesday

Super Bucket — 5 for $72
2 for $3®

Wednesday

$1® Longnecks

Thursday
Friday

—
Live Sounds of Melissa Dawn
— $1=® Beer
Bartender‘s Choice

Saturday
Sunday

Disco Madness — 12 — 2AM $1" Beer
+ Show Time — 9:30 — 10:30 $12 Beer
$1® Longnecks
75¢ Mug of Draft — 9 — 10PM
Disco Madness — 12 — 2AM $1" Beer
Miss Crossroads

Presents
The Rocky Horror Picture Show
Halloween Show
,
Sat., Oct. 28 — 9:30 Show Time
Tues., Oct. 31 Costume Contest
Games & Prizes
Show — 9:30PM — Contest — 10:30PM
Shows Every Saturday Night — 9:30PM
With
Crossroad‘s New MC Miss Misty Mcentire
Miss Lauren Saint James
DJ Miss Billy Jean
Show Director Danyell Miss Crossroads
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The Belle Curves are hot! Ask
anyone who goes to The Poplar
Lounge on Thursday nights or to
the many other locations the
acoustic duo plays in our area or
around the South.
Laura Newman and Carol
Plunk (a duo, not a couple) began
performing together when they
formed a band for a junior high tal—
ent show in Beach Bluff, Tenn. —
a little town east of Jackson.
About two years ago they
formed the acoustic duo now
known as The Belle Curves.
Today they play gigs around
the south in cities like New Or—
leans, Little Rock, Atlanta,
Pensalcola, and Ft. Walton Beach.
As musicians who happen to be
Lesbian, The Belle Curves play
both Gay and non—Gay clubs.
According to Newman, they re—
cently played a basically straight
club in downtown Memphis when
one of the patrons noted in her ear—
shot that there were a lot of Lesbi—

ans in the club that night.
Turning to the patrons, she told
them outright, "I know, they just
follow us wherever we go — that

»»
might be because we‘re Lesbians.
The duo had been advised that
being openly Lesbian might hurt
their chances for ultimate success.
But seeing the success of such
Stars as Melissa Etheridge and k.d.

lang, the two concluded that be—
ing known as Lesbians would
probably not hurt their careers.
"It‘s not limiting, in fact it may
have helped, them," Laura said.
Noting there was no real differ—
ence in playing Gay or straight
clubs, Laura said, "We connect
more with Gay crowds — we‘re
comfortable in Gay clubs."
In addition to original material,
The Belle Curves play covers of
songs by such groups as Hootie
and the Blowfish and Creedence
Clearwater Revival.
"We‘re attracted to [groups like
these] not because they are Gay,
but because of their harmonies and
strong vocals," she said.
The Belle Curves have released
‘a self—titled four—song compact
disc ($7) which is available at
Meristem as well as at their per—
formances. The CD features the
duo‘s original material.
A companion video featuring
"When I Want To," one of the
songs on the CD, is also available.

Because recording a CD is so
expensive, the duo is actively pur—
suing recording company options.

UT

The Belle Curves newsletter, a
bi—monthly publication highlight—
ing the group‘s schedule, is
available free by writing to

NOW Benefit to Feature
The Belle Curves
A benefit party featuring The Belle Curves is scheduled
for Sat., Oct. 7, at the Holiday Inn Overton Sqaure (Union at
McLean). The party will benefit Mid—South National Organi—
zation for Women (NOW). Admission is $5 at the door and
the party will feature a cash bar.
Mid—South NOW represents the region of Tennessee, Mis—
sissippi, Arkansas, Alabama and Louisiana.
NOW is a political action organization which works for
equality, including reproductive rights, eliminating violence
against women, Lesbian and Gay rights, and eradicating rac—
ism.
Now in its 30th year of political organizing, NOW has or—
ganized an extensive campaign for the passage of an inclu—
sive equality amendment to the U.S. Constitution. This equality
amendment would make illegal discrimination based on sex,
sexual orientation and race, as well as codify the right to abor—
tion.

‘

Local contacts for Mid—South NOW are Virginia
Stallworth, Mid—South Regional Director and Susan
Mackenzie, National NOW Board member. They can be
reached by calling 272—0560.
$

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
(Brooks Road Only)

OU

Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd. (Open 24 hours) « 683—9649

Tur NEEDS MYS mst C Mel

Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. » 345—0825
You DREAm SG

I0

Fantasy Warehouse #2 (North)
2532 N. Watkins » 358—8642 /‘

§

— LINGERIE SPECIAL —
With Any Lingerie Purchase
Receive Second Lingerie Item (of Equal or Lesser Value) FREE!
wE NOW CARRY CD ROMs —
"U—PICK—EM!" HOLIDAY VIDEO SALES

Col tr EROCHE

and checks accepted at #1 and #2

OPEN 7 Days

NAH

PROUDLY SERVING OUR COMMUNITY

*
*
*
*
*

180—D Old Hickory Blvd, Ste 212,
Jackson, TN 38305 or by calling
(901) 388—8727 (local Memphis
number).

Fresh & Permanent Flowers
Plants, Gifts & More
Daily Deliveries
Corporate Accounts
Award—Winning Design
botanica
KIRK PAMPER
ALE.D. PECL
901—274—5767 800—769—5767
Cooper at Young

Writer Seeks Real—
Life Coming Out
Stories
j
LOS ANGELES, CA—Scott
* Seomin, a Gay writer who lives in Los
Angeles, is collecting real—life stories of
coming out for an upcoming book,
MixedEmotions: Stories ofComing Out.
Since mid—1994, Seomin has received
over 400 letters from Gays and Lesbi—
ans—each detailing the individual‘s first
time that he or she revealed being a ho—
mosexual. The publishing date is fall
1996.
Seomin is accepting first—hand, real—
life accounts from Gays and Lesbians
revealing their own coming out and
would like to hear from Gay men. Ifyou
would like your own coming out story
included in the book, send a letter (sug—
gested length: 1000 words) to Mixed
Emotions, 7985 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Suite 66, West Hollywood, CA 90046.
Yourcoming out story should include
your sex, current age, age when you
came out, relationship to person you first
came oufto (i.e., mother, teacher, friend),
city in which you lived when you came
out, name (optional, although a first name
is encouraged), your occupation, address
(optional) and your telephone number.
Try to answerthe following questions
in your coming—out story: Why did you
decide to come out of the closet? Why
did you choose the person you came out
to? What exact words did you use when
you revealed your homosexuality? What
did this person say and how did they re—
act? How did you feel immediately af—
ter coming out? How did you feel the
next day? Did you regret coming out? If
so, why?
;
Sorry, letters cannot be returned.

PACKS

TEEET

2018 Court Ave. »
Memphis » 276—55
22

KARAOKE

MONDAYS

TUESDAYS
$1

Longnecks for Ladies Until 11 PM

wEDNESsDaYs
Mark is Gonna Rock You!!!
$4 Beer Bust till 1 AM

ThuRsoays
$1

Longnecks for Ladies Until 11 PM

FRIDAYS

anp

saturoays

No Cover til Midnight
Open til 6 AM with $2 Cover

SUNDAYS

$1

ALL

LONGNECKS

NIGHT

WITH

SASHA

LONG

$3

COVER

sa

WELLS

TALK

SHOW

EVERY SUNDAY AT MIDNIGHT

BACKSTREET IS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
8 PM
y
SUNDAY THROUGH THRSDAY TILL 3 am
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY UNTIL 6 anm
Doors Open at

t
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Benefit Organizer Needs Help
Jimmy Gray, founder and. coor—
Feb. 11, and will be hosted by Dee . people with AIDS whose needs fall
dinator of "The King and Queen of Dee Whitaker. _
outside of the governmental guide—
Hearts — a fund—raiser for Friends
"Due to the growth of the event
lines for assistance. We‘re very
For Life" needs volunteers to help
over the past four years, I feel that
_
grateful," Cook said.
produce the 5th annual event.
the event has outgrown one person‘s
If you would like to help , call
The benefit, which last year in— ability to effectively handle all of the
§
278—6945
cluded an auction, is held on the
details involved," Gray said. "For
Sunday before Valentine‘s Day at
that, I‘m very thankful.
WKRB. Last year it raised over
Gray said the first King and
$2,700 for Friends For Life.
Queen of Hearts raised only $150.
The benefit also features the se—
This year‘s goal is to raise $5,000.
lection of a king and queen from the
According to Allen Cook, Execu—
community — two people honored
tive Director of Friends For Life,
for reflecting the ideals of commit—
Gray‘s benefit is one of the most
ment and action on behalf of Gays
successful outside benefit events
and Lesbians.
staged for the agency‘s clients.
Next year The King and Queen —
"Money from outside fund—rais—
of Hearts is scheduled for Sun.,
ers like Jimmy‘s allow us to help

Broker, Owner, MBA
1—800—PRO—MALE
‘1.25/min.
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Vanderbilt Divini

abortion, clergy misconduct, and what to
call God (He? She?). —
Into this climate steps Vanderbilt Di—
vinity School, which has decided to go
where no religion school has dared.
With a recentgift, the school is putting
$1 million into the touchy issues of gen—
der and sexuality. As far as they know, no
seminary has committed such a sum to
such a controversy.
"This whole issue of sexuality so vexes
the churches thatit‘s difficult even to get
a conversation going," said Joseph Hough,
dean of the Divinity School.
_.
School officials say they want to break
through the fog of religious anxiety and
divisiveness over sex—and—religion issues
and help churches think them through with
a more solid basis in Scripture and social
sciences.
They believe a lot of Christians get con—
fusing signals about sex from pulpit and
Bible. Is the sex act good or evil? Is ho—
mosexuality wrong? Should women be
leaders in church?
The $1 million — part of a $2.5 mil—
lion gift endowment — will fund public
conferences, publications and other re—
sources.
The gift comes from the E. Rhodes and
Leona B. Carpenter Foundation, which
was started by Richmond, Va., business—
man Rhodes Carpenter.
The remaining $1.5 million of the gift
will go to endowing a new senior faculty
appointment.
The Rev. Ann Day, Carpenter Founda—
tion president, Leona Carpenter‘s daugh—
ter and a 1978 graduate of Vanderbilt Di—

organized vocal minority determined to
keep this on the front burner." _
A look at denominational debates

Vanderbilt theologian.
"Yet a lot of people now
don‘t seem able to come to a
20th—century position on the

suggests that sexuality is the reason for
the most emotional church reactions in
a generation:

role of women, gender justice
or homosexuality."

Recently, the nation‘s largest
Lutheran denomination decided to scrap
a churchwide statement on sexuality. An
earlier draft argued that the Bible sup—

fort about sexuality is nothing
new. It‘s as old as the founda—
tions of the faith.

ports Gay relationships, but it set off a
national wave of indignation and protest.

"For instance, there‘s a long
ambivalence about the sex act.

After seven years of trying, the Evan—
gelical Lutherans have failed to reach
consensus on either the ordination of ho—

The church has encouraged
large families yet has con—

The gift makes the Carpenter Founda—
tion the Divinity School‘s single largest
donor. The foundation has given the school
some $4 million.
Not everyone is happy that sexuality
will be the subject of academic scrutiny
by ‘Vanderbilt ministers—in—training.
The president of a conservative caucus
of the United Methodist Church — Meth—

What vexes many churchgoers is that
the debates are usually about two com—

women‘s ordi—
nation and the

peting values: Scriptural authority vs. the

rights of Gay

responsibility to show compassion for

students

weak or powerless minorities.

faculty.

Is it more faithful to the Bible and

"Why in the
world would we

FREE Rent!

It‘s the Rent—A—Center Rent One,
Get One FREE offer!
You pay the first week‘s rent, we

the next

week‘s. Choose from our huge selection of furni—
ture, TVs, VCRs, stereos, appliances, and more!

Every rental includes free delive
and there‘s no credit required.

and service
With a week of

free rent, there‘s only one place to go.

132 N. Avalon
901— 726 — 6111

"True, gender and sexuality have the
potential to split the mainline churches,"
said James Heidinger, president of Good
News, a caucus based in Wilmore, Ky.
"But there are folks who want to put
Scripture aside on so many issues and

rac Rent—A—Center
The One Store That Has It ALL
manning-tunic
other offer or Gold Card program. Taxes, LOW and processing
to rent40—own agreements. Standard rental requirements apply.
“01:1",
7.- are additonal.

N

and

Christian faith, for example, to uphold

odists ‘make up about 30 percent of
Vanderbilt Divinity‘s student body —
doubts the new program will bear much
fruit.

"Being a Christian in the world is about
living with integrity and believing your
Christian faith informs everything you do."

demned sex except for procre—
mosexuals or the blessing of same—sex
ation."
unions.
f
Hough said he envisions a
A group of bishops in the Episcopal wide range of conferences that
Church voted to place a colleague be—
give a hearing to various views
fore a formal church trial on charges he
supported by respectable schol—
violated church law by ordaining a Gay
arship. Examples include sexual
deacon. It‘s the latest in a wearying de— — ethics, biblical views of
bate over Gay rights that has preoccu— women‘s ordination or the ef—
,
pied the Episcopal Church for a decade.
fects of divorce on children.
United Methodists and Presbyterians
But he said the new program
continue to debate the merits of the "RE—
will not be a
©
Imagining" Conference of 1993, where propaganda
some female leaders invoked the name
mill for any one
of "Sophia" for God during a worship . particular party
setting. Traditionalists said it was a per—
line. Vanderbilt
fect example of feminist heresy. Defend—
is known as a
ers said church conservatives want to
liberal divinity
smear "Sophia" in hopes of shutting
school
that
women out of power.
a f f i r m s

vinity, said the gift will go a long way to—
ward "stimulating discussion among indi—
viduals in faith communities about these
difficult, often controversial, but extremely
vital issues."

do this now? Because part of the role of
the Divinity School is to help bring clarity
to issues important to the life of churches,"
Hough said.

Hough said church discom—

f

Out?

are in turmoil over homosexuality, the or—
dination of women, the place of divorce,

condemnations of homosexuality, or to
push the church to open its doors and
power to oppressed groups?
"In the past, Scripture was used to jus—
tify slavery, and people were able to move
beyond that," said Sallie McFague, a

Left

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Sex and
religion. Strange bedfellows.
Throw them together and they threaten
to tear up denominations, many of which

leave Christianity at the mercy of
everyone‘s own personal judgment.
"And that‘s a recipe for chaos. I be—
lieve there‘s more consensus, settled by
the clear word of Scripture, than some
would have us think. There‘s a very well—

Feel

By Ray Waddle
The Nashville Tennessean

AN ALLANCLUSIVE CONGREGATION
WELCOMES YOU!

Calling People to New Life Through the
Liberating Gospel of Christ!

Confronting the Injustices of
Poverty, Sexism, Racism, and Homophobia!

Creating a Community of Healing and Reconciliation
Through FAITH, HOPE, AND LOVE!

Worship:
11 AM. Sundays
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center
1486 Madsion
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GaynlghtsDebate Divides
unanimously rejected a proposed
By LisaPress
HolewaWriter ordinanceprohibitingdiscrimination
Associated
based"I goon sexual
orientation.
by
the
feeling,
if Charles
it ain‘t
SAUGATUCK,Mich.
(AP)
_
broke,
don‘t
fix
it,"
Mayor
— near
JimScottcalledabed—and—breakfast
Rickett said.
"There
havewhobeenhavea
his lover‘s art gallery in this number
of
Gay
people
touristtowntoaskforareservation.
lived inthiscommunity
forover60
According
tophone
Scott,refused
the mantogive
who years.
It‘sbeenanexcellentplacefor
answered
the
liveforthepast
asingle
room
to‘We‘re
two men.not Gay— meandmyfamilyto
10the years.
And
I
am
not convinced
"He
said,
problem
issogreatit‘s
goingto
friendly,"saidScott,whohaslived
takean
ordinance
tofix
it."
with
his
lover
in
Saugatuck
for
10
Rickett
andordinance
other council
mem—be
years.Afterall,thistinycommunityon
"I was beside myself."
bers
said
the
would
expensiveandimpossibletoenforce.
Lake Michigan
hasbeenknownfor
That July vote and the ensuing
decades
as
a
Gay—friendly
mecca
debatehavesharplydividedthetown
where
men
walk
hand—in—hand
on
between
those demanding
passage
theshore.
oftheordinance
and
thosewho
sayof
But
even
more
startling
was
the
theincident
is
being
blown
out
City
Council‘s
response
a
few
by outside
months laterover
whentheScottincident:
raised Ita proportion
The debate
is aboutactivists.
more than
commotion

Gay-Fndusown
pride.Merchants fear bad publicity or
aGayboycottofthetown,whichhas
fewer
thangets1,000
year—round
resi—
dentsbut
about
1
million
visi—
torseach
summer.
"It could cause
me to decide
not
totouristDanTaylorsaidashewalked
comehere
anymore,"
Chicago
along
the"Ishore
shortlyittobefore
La—
borDay.
don‘twant
cometo
that because I enjoy

vacatlomng
— here, but it could."
Gays were first drawn to
Saugatuck when it was a budding
artists colony in the 1890s. The num—
ber ofGay tourists grew in the 1970s,
and today Gay and straight shoppers
alike stroll the tree—lined streets dot—
ted with Victorian—style B&Bs and
brick and wood shops, restaurants
and bars.
Now it‘s billed as the Key West

of the Midwest in Gay travel publi—
cations. Merchants estimate that Gay
tourists from Chicago, Detroit and
elsewhere spend $6 million or more
in town each year.
"This community is one that
doesn‘t really need to have this type
of publicity," City Manager Perry
Franzoi said. "The people who are
promoting this (ordinance) don‘t
have a stake in the community and
don‘t have anything to lose one way
or another."
Instead of passing the ordinance,
the council agreed on Sept. 11 to a
statement opposing discrimination
on the basis of race, religion, sex, age
or "gender orientation." The state—
ment is not legally binding or en—
forceable.
"We‘ll always be after an ordi—
nance. We‘re not settling for anything
else," said Frank Rojek, owner of a

flower shop and member of the
Saugatuck—Douglas Human Rights
Coalition, formed in response to the
incident at The Rosemont Inn.
The Detroit—based Triangle Foun—
dation, a Gay rights group, is watch—
ing and may consider a boycott of
Saugatuck, chairman John Monahan
said.
"Saugatuck at first blush is very
Gay—supportive ... butit‘s probably not
as Gay—friendly as it seems," Monahan
said. "Reaching out to a clientele for
tourism is sometimes a little different
than truly valuing people."
Scott‘s lover, Ed Gray, called that
the real issue.
"I feel really good that I can stand
up and say, ‘Yes, I am a Gay man. Yes,
I‘m a professional. Yes, I‘ve been a
Michigan artist for the past 37 years,""
he said. "And with that said, I‘m not
going to give up on demanding_and I
really mean that, demanding _ human
rights for all people, regardless."
*

MEMPHIS

PRIDE

Meets Oct. 8
11

am

MGLCC

Coming out means telling the truth
about your life...

Sunday,

it‘s a real family value.

The National Coming Out Campaign
is

fundamentally the most powerful

campazgn the gay and lesbian community
has ever waged.
For more information or to contribute,
please call or write:

All are welcome to enter.
Contact Molina for entry information.

NATIONAL COMING OUT DAy, PO Box 8349,
SANTA FE, NM 87504 / 505—982—2558
YOURCONTRIBUTION ISTAX—DEDUCTIBLE
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HALLOWEEN COSTUME CONTEST
$150 CASH PRIZE

Plus Male Dancers
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Marne St.

Memphis Gay &

NIKITA‘S
BAR
AND
GRILL
2117 PEABODYAVE. « MEMPHIS, TN Owner
38104
(901) 2721700
Shirley Ward

Lesbian Switchboard
728—GAYS —
7:30 — 11 PM
Information + Counseling ° Referral
"Our 20th Year"

The Memphis
Gay and Lesbian
Community
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Because of space considerations, com—
mercial listings in the Calendar are
limited to "Special Events," only.
To ensure your events are listed or to
make corrections on current listings,
call (901) 454—1411 with your
information.

Center

1486 Madison
(901) 726—5790
(901) 728—GAYS
Space donated as a public
service of the
Triangle Journal News.

When You‘re Through With Your
Copy of TJN — Pass It On
Remember to Support our Advertiser
s.
It‘s Good for Us, Good for Them,
and Good for You!
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* Bible Study, Holy
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Chorus Rehearsal,
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MGLCC 7pm
* Southern Country

11am

* WAC Meeting,
Coffee Cellar

Dance Lessons,
WKRB. 8pm
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* HTCC Sunday
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NATIONAL
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University Center, .
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e For Life
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— Friends
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* Lambda
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Methodist, 6:30pm
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* Gay Alternative
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, Southern untry
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Shows
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90, 1pm
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Church, 7:30pm

Costume Contest
* Costume Contest,
Amnesia, 12—

FRIENDS FOR LIFE
HIV RESOURCES
1450 POPLAR
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Lloyd Webber

HALLOWEEN

* Gay Alternative
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6pm

SCAPE
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* Transgender

505 Club,
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School; 10m!
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featuring recorded

Beer Bust

* Erotic Film Star, Kar
Thomas, Amnesia,
DAYLIGHT

Holiday Inn,

Count

Church, 7:30pm
* Jeffrey Preview,
Aloysius Home
Benefit, Cinema 12

Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt.
Church, 7:30pm

+ B—GALA, U of M,
University Center,
7pm
* Lambda Men‘s
Chorus Rehearsal,
MGLCC, 7pm
*Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
WKRB, 8pm

University Center,
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F
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* GRACE Meeting/
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18 |: meeny
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Eucharist & Healing + Bible Study, Holy
* Gay Alternative
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Trinity Community —
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Service, MGLCC,
a WACMeeting,

Trinity Community
Church,
7pm

* NCOD, Pipeline

MGLCC, 7pm

* Workshop on
Women‘s Culture,
7PM,VofM _
Uni s Cent
niversity
Cente!)
Room 317.
Sponsored by
B—GALA

* MCC Worship

+ Bible Study, Holy

* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
WKRB, 8pm

7pm
i
* MGC Worship
Service, MGLCC,
11am
* WAC Meeting,
Coffee Cellar, 2pm
* Alix Dobkin in
Concert, 7pm, The
Coffee Cellar

233g; (ﬁrm &
Tom
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MGLCC, 11am

8:30pm

Mdcﬁbé'ggtin

+ Southern

1528 Madison
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Dance Lesson;y

Church’ 7:30pm

COLUMBUS DAY

ue,

Cherokes Lanes,

|

1

* Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community

Church, 7pm

2

8

* GRACE Mtg., Call
John, 725—5237

« "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by

Mem. Bapt.
Church, 7:30pm

* Bowling League,
Cherokee Lanes,
7pm
* Video
Night, MGLCC,
Bpm

* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott

NOW, WEVL FM
90, 1pm

* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
501/505 Club, Ipm
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(901) 278—AIDs
Information,
Referrals,
Client Services,
Support Groups,
*Food Pantry
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By John HornWriter
AP Entertainment
LOS ANGELESfordragqueens?
(AP) — Are
" moviegoersready
ToWongFoo, ThanksforEvery—
thing!JulieNewmar,which
tookcouldin
$9provemillion
in
its
first
week,
watershed
in Hollywood‘s
spotty ahistory
ofdepicting
Gays in

Non—Gay

PN

Are

?
ag Queens
r
o
d
a
e
R
and viewers could assume it‘s just tives, but they and their straight col— AIDS films Longtime Companion
movies. Although many recent in— show
business folly — famous male leagues dread this kind of subject and last year‘s Lesbian story Go
dependentfilms(Jeffrey,Priest)fea—
actors goofing around in dresses, matter, fearful it won‘t appeal to Fish. Miramax handled 1995s
ture
non—exploitative
Gay
and
Priest, about a Gay Roman Catho—
heels. Yet the three charac— mainstream ticket buyers.
Lesbian storylines,
only two recent tershats andin Wong
Foo are openly Gay:
A brief Lesbian scene in 1990‘s lic, and 1992‘s The Crying Game,
majorstudio
films—Philadelphia
they wear women‘s clothes not as a Welcome Home, Roxy Carmichael about a transvestite.
andsubjectWongmatterFoowithout
— explorefallingsimilar
Jeffrey, a comedy about Gay
gag, but because they see themselves was trimmed severely for that rea—
into
son. A few members of preview au— love, was released this summer by
as women.
uglyThemanyotherstudiofilmsfea—
stereotypes.
"Just as (action movie producer) diences lodged anti—Gay complaints Orion Classics, and 1994‘s drag
Joel Silver has an explosion every about a minor Gay character in An— queen hit The Adventures of
turing
Gay
characters
mirror
the
pages, I would have the charac— gus. The peripheral character was Priscilla, Queen of the Desert was
country‘s
prejudices.
Mostswish—
Gay tersfive remind
the audience every five subsequently cut from the Sept. 15 handled by Gramercy. Fine Line this
movie
characters
are
either
movie be— year released the teen Lesbian film
that
inglief"(BeverlyHillsCop)orsexually
buffoons providing comic "re— pages
cause he de— The Incredibly True Adventure of
they are
tracted from Two Girls in Love and Hugh Grant‘s
says
deviant villains
(TheSilence
oftheIn Gay,"
Wong Foo‘s"
the film‘s turn as a Gay stage director in An
Lambs,
Basic
Instinct).
screenwriter,
storyline, not Awfully Big Adventure.
Braveheart,
one
Gay
character
is
That studios largely stay away
due to his
D o u g l as
summarily
pushedto
hisdeath.
sexuality, from positive depictions ofGays and
C a rt er
Unlike
the
serious,
politically
Both
New Line Lesbians is hardly new. As re—
mindedPhiladelphia, WongFoo is Beane.
he and the
Cinema says. counted in the new documentary The
awildlygaudyfableaboutthreedrag
The Gay CelluloidCloset, about the only cre—
film‘s execu—
queensstrandedinmiddleAmerica.
tive producer
elements in ativity Hollywood has shown when
The
$30
million
Universal
Pictures
1991‘s Fried itcomes to Gays is finding new ways
release
stars Ghost heartthrob are Gay.
Green Toma— to demean them.
PatrickSwayze,Passenger57action
"The stereotypes were in place
film‘s open—
toes and
heroWesley
Snipesand
New York
ing shot is a
1994‘s Inter— from the get—go," says Rob Epstein,
stage
actor
John
Leguizamo.
(The
crosscut
view With the who co—produced and co—directed
movie‘stitlecomesfrom
thesigna—
montage of
V a m p i r e The Celluloid Closet, based on the
ture
on
a
Newmar
publicity
photo—
Swayze and Snipes putting on were toned down when they moved book by Vito Russo. There‘s a Gay
graph
the
three
take
with
them
on
sissy character in George Cukor‘s
makeup, padded bras and pumps. from book to screen.
theroad.)
For the next 100 minutes the three
Planned movie versions of the Our Betters from 1933, among the
Themoviemayseemreminiscent
men undergo an array of wild cos— Gay—themed plays Angels in films from the first generation of
of Milton Berle‘s old TV drag act, tume
changes and comically ponder America and Love! Valour! Com— nonsilent films, and Epstein says

MGLCC
COFFEE
_ HOUSE
Sat., Oct. 14
7—10 PM

Moviegoers

Fiver/ Fichaick!
/ Southern Hospit lily
n Goafz'ny
Souther
Gangpﬁmen/aty Wine withDinner
Reservations:
Ton — Thurs (001)278—5844
Fri— Sal(901)667—3456

their place in society. It‘s the kind
of movie where Snipes can explain
the difference between a transves—
tite and a drag queen by saying that
"when a Gay man has way too much
fashion sense for one gender, he is a
drag queen."
Despite the all—star cast (many
others, including Robin Williams,
auditioned, and Williams plays a
cameo), Wong Foo was not an easy
movie to make. "Major studios
passed on it and said, ‘This is not a
feature — this is not a studio pic—
ture. It‘s got homos!‘" Beane says.
Hollywood‘s executive offices
house a fair number of Gay execu—

passion! have been delayed, too, al—
though there is no indication the
postponements involve subject mat—
ter.
"Still, we‘ve come a long way
from Cruising," a1980 film demon—
izing Gays, says William Waybourn,
managing director of the Gay and
Lesbian Alliance Against Defama—
tion.
"Suddenly, Gays and Lesbians
are appearing all over the landscape
— especially in TV. It‘s refreshing
to see Gays and Lesbians portrayed
so honestly now. Ifthese films (such
as Wong Foo) start making money,
there will be even more of them,"
Waybourn says.
Waybourn hopesaudiences soon
will be able to identify and name Gay
romantic leads the way they now can
name black and Asian romantic
leads. _
Throughout the ‘90s, indepen—
dent producers and distributors have
made and released many ofthe Gay—
themed movies the studios refused
to touch. The Samuel Goldwyn Co.
released the groundbreaking 1990

Peter Lorre‘s villain in 1941s The .
Maltese Falcon is clearly Gay.
The documentary, which does
not yet have a theatrical distributor,
features clips from about 100 mov—
ies and interviews with Hanks, Tony
Curtis, Whoopi Goldberg, Harry
Hamlin and Shirley MacLaine,
among others.
Although Epstein is encouraged
by Philadelphia and Wong Foo, he
says there‘s still a long way to go.
"Until recently, most Gay char—
acters have not been treated as fully
human. There has to be a point where
it‘s just presented matter—of—factly,"
Epstein says. "But it‘s going to take
Gay people in the industry to make
that happen."
Even with all the attention fo—
cused on his Wong Foo, screenwriter
Beane says he‘s hearing the same
advice about Gay movies that he‘s
always heard: don‘t.
"It‘s said to me all the time —
~ ‘Don‘t write about Gays,‘ " Beane
says. "People will say, ‘Get me Doug
Beane. I want edgy. But”want
Gay.’”
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Trgvels With Your Aunt
son to the mall part of St. Louis, but Chaps club was most butch and most
the gigantic barrel vault of welcoming and made introductions
Pittsburgh and Back
Pittsburgh‘s Station Square took my for me.
Friday ofmy stay was spent see— surreal at night. The saga of the had its share ofconflicts wrth police breath away. Ethnic to the core, I en— The very best treat came the next
~ ing some of the sights in Pittsburgh Eagle is an encapsulation of some and city authorities. This year‘s was joyed matzoh, scrambled eggs, stir day at a marvelous, family—friendly,
proper, between the two rivers (the of Gay/Lesbian Pittsburghers‘ con— routed through a residential area of fry, German and Italian sausage, and restaurant downtown. Carol‘s Cor—
Allegheny and Monongahela) that flicts with the largercommunity. The Shadyside, but the over 2,000 Bananas Foster all on the same buf— ner Cafe has one of the most varied
join to make the third (the Ohio). building is historic and many ticky marchers stopped traffic at one ma— fet. The cold and seafood section al— and eclectic menus we saw on the
"Three Rivers" and "Keystone" are little code ordinances and historic jor intersection right outside the Fes— most concealed a very, very grand trip, and the food was no disappoint—
motifs that recur time and time again limitations have made this bara true tival site in Mellon Park. The lineup staircase. After all, good eatin‘ is my ment. It is huge, gracious, wacky and
in Pittsburgh. The downtown is survivor. It‘s third floor had yet to took many gaily clad marchers into primary vice.
decorated with Betty Boop from
rather strange to get around in but be opened when I saw it, but it is businesses near the assembly area Two surprises awaited me next corner to corner. I didn‘t realize there
architectural gems turn up in each one of the best and gentlest adapta— and numerous nerves were worked day in Cincinnati. A tiny leather bar were so many Betty Boops in all of
block. My favorite was
and wrecked. There called Spurs was having a steak Christendom. A book called Queen
the restored Stanley The—
were a few decorated cookout which was just what the City Listings was most helpful. We
atre, now the Benedun
vehicles, but no floats. good faerie ordered. It‘s a pity the punk finished with friends in Louisville
Center. I was treated to |
Three drag titlehold— number in the leather shop wasjust too and the obligatory cave near Bowl—
a tour of most areas in
ers braved the heat, bored to pay attention, everybody else ing Green.
front and backstage. The |
I had a mahvelous time and wish
rode and performed at was nice. It was a rather unique day; a
hall is magnificent in ev
the Festival. Male Jungle night hadjust finished the night to thank everyone who was so lovely
ery way and there was |
titles were also repre— before so Cincinnatti‘s primary fetish to me. People up Nawth can be gra—
spot looked like a SF fern bar. This cious and outgoing and we will wit—
very little I could find to
sented.
critique. The former
sal
PIG (Pittsburgh in was removed by auction the night I ness to that on demand, and
Loew‘s Penn, renovated —
. Gear) led off on mo— dropped in. John Moberly of the sometimes without being asked.
into Heinz Hall 20 years :
— torbikes. We were se—
ago, was being refur
lected to be majorette
bished and was notopen.
for P—Flag. Significant
This isa cousin, architec— Lady A. and the Queen of the Silver CD in Pittsburgh
TOMMYS MALE ESCORTS
groups included the
turally, to the Orpheum
Community Center,
in Memphis,
tions of beautiful commercial space Pittsburgh Queer Theatre, Quaker
COME AND TRY "THE BEST OF MEMPHIS®
I also visited, at the University of I have ever seen. A long bar down— and Jewish congregations, and a
Pittsburgh, the Stephen Foster Me— stairs did not tinker with any of the stunning Asian contingent bearing a
2A HOURS/DAY
morial. This is an auditorium in the beautifully preserved woodwork or lucky dragon in Chinese New Year
shadow of the University‘s Cathe— stamped metal ceiling. It is spacious style. Vendors of all sorts abounded
dral ofLearning towerand isa multi— and very leather friendly, and it hosts at the festival and the entertainment
CALL (901) 794—1281
purpose Gothic—revival building. It trophy cases for Three Rivers and was so varied and lengthy that we
primarily houses reproduction first Keystone leather clubs.
could not take it all in. We were
editions of all of Foster‘s music but
Friday was Boots and Boxers treated to our first contact with genu—
also owns the original daguerrotypes Night. I did come away with a chic ine Lesbian Avengers who symboli—
of Foster and some of his collabora— pair of Eagle emblazoned boxers and cally ate fire (I did not stutter) in
tor (and some say lover) George a lot of good cruising. The staff, par— tribute to a Gay man and Lesbian
Cooper, a prominent lyricist of the ticularly Scott Noxon, owner, and who died in a hate crime related
period. Foster‘s bronze memorial, Herb Flack, general manager, house burning. Another lovely night
Still the best
said to be a perfect likeness, stands couldn‘t have been nicer or more at the Eagle and Jazi‘s followed.
For Order Form, send"SASE to:
opposite and he is buried in the accommodating (except perhaps to
Dear Thomas, pity I‘m not your
270
nearby suburb of Lawrenceville. have set me up with another b‘ar). type. Regardless of that, my great— Suite
117 West Mt. Pleasent Avenue
Friday evening, I attended a pic— The second floor has a fair—sized, est treat was to come. I was taken, Livingston, NJ 07039
nic hosted by the Rainbow Social steamy dance floor, still in keeping by this selfsame
Club in Schenley Park. The cul—de— with the overall decor. I also rubbed Thomas, to Sun—
sac in which the picnic was held was elbows with several drag sisters who day Brunch at the
one of the more notorious sections were welcomed with open arms by restored Station
ofthis huge park in Squirrel Hill and the management. There, as here, the Square, a railway
was well attended and pleasant all drags do thousands of dollars worth station complex
round. Dancing took place as the of fund—raising and several are very that is more mag—
evening progressed. The Rainbow important (members of the nificent even than
Social Club‘s purpose is to promote commmunity,
St. Louis‘ Union |
healthy (drug and alcohol free) so—
Pittsburgh‘s Pride Parade has Station. There is [
cial interaction in the Gay and Les— gone through many changes and has really no compari— |
bian Community. ,
They hold social
At Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church we
events and field
provide a conn%communny that fosters spiritual
trips to all sorts of
growth throug free thought and respect for
interesting places
personal beliefs. This church seeks the wisdom of
many religious traditions and encourages the
and nun ver
expression of our ideals iin service to all people.
200 m
That evening
was my first trip
to the Eagle. This
Neshoba Unitarian
is in a three—story
building tucked
Universalist Church
away under a
trestle, around a
bend and up
Sunday 11:00 a.m.
(b ille d
against a stone
mountain. Pitts—
Rev. Jean Rowe, Minister
burgh is so hilly
8580 Cordes Circle
that connecting
(The Brookside Center—off Farmington Blvd.)
enim on‘
highways some—
(billed to your credit card)
Germantown
times are stacked
For More Information call 756—5433
on top of one an—
MAN—HUNT $2—2.99/mirn. Be 18+ SF, CA
other. It is almost
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Pri ad Thanks for Miss Sothern Elegance
said
to us,be anything
"Stand tall...
don‘twishbe pageantry here in ourown commu—
afraid...
you
ever
nity. Iusedalways
had "Whatever
a special friend
you
can
be...
never
take
no
for
an
who
to
say,
it is3»
answer."
you‘regoingtobe...beagoodone.‘
Evenandthough
I‘vewell,never
wornnota andthesepeoplehavetakenthatles— —
dress
héels...
at
least
son
to heart, head and heels. They
publicly...
I‘ve
learned
a
lot
from
havecreatedasymbolofexcellence,
working
within theMisscommittee
andEl— andgiven
artists
achancetoofusas
pursue
contestants
Southern
an
illusion
thatspeakstoall
egance,who
havecommittedthem—
human beings. It is an illusion that
selves to elevating
the quality of defiesnatureandtheestablishment,

and one that sings of the joys and
sorrowsthatwefeeleverydayofour
lives.Itisapowerfulvoicethatneeds
tocelebratedforallthatithasdonehere
be heard in our community, and
inSouthern
Memphis.Tothemembersofthe
Elegancehere,thankyoufor
board and the
dragcommunity
giving
us all a symbol ofpride and
excellencethatwecancallourown."

insocalledleadersofthereligiousright
this city
decided that we should
notsee
the
movie.
The question is, can we do any—
thingaboutthisoutrage.Youbetwe
can!
What?showed
Let Cinema
Showcase
12,
which
TheLast
Temp—
tation
ofChrist,
when
the
religious
right intimidatedintonotshowingthe
everyothermovie
theaterintown
movie,theirknowdecision
of youron displeasure
with
thisshowsmovie.
Cinema
Showcase
also
for—
eign
films
and
has
shown
several
Gay and Lesbian films in recent
years.
WhosupportstheCinemaShow—
case—not
the religious right, they

probably
don‘tLetthem
even goknowthat
to the mov—
ies.
We
do.
youon
are
not
happywith
theirdecision
Priest.
Ifthatwe opened
do nothing,
Jeffrey
a Gayin
film
togood
reviews
New York,
LoscitiesAngeles
andthemany
other
major
will
be
next
movie
dropped
by
Cinema
Show—
case. A Concerned Movie Fan
Memphis
Itwasinterestingtofindoutthat
Memphishasoutstrippedthepopu—
lationofNewOrleansandSt.Louis.
Jeffrey
is scheduled to play at the
Cinema12inOctober.Abenefitper—
formance
for Aloysius
Home
is
scheduledforThurs.,
Oct.
12.Asfar
as we hasnotbeen
have been ablebooked.
to determine
Priest

By "Tad Pole"/Brett D. Cullum

Originally I made this speech at
the opening of the Miss Southern
Elegance Pageant on Aug. 12, 1995.
It was to be a sort of valentine for
the committee that had worked so
hard and long to bring something to
the Memphis Community that
seemed to be missing—a pageant to
be proud of. For so long the climate
in the city has been—who cares
about
drag
queens
and
leathermen?! I found myself en—
gaged in conversations about how
the media focused on these flamboy—
ant members of the Gay community,
and ignored the regular middle—of—
the—road guys and girls who made
up the majority. Having worked a
lot in the media myself, I kept think—
ing it all made perfect sense to me...
if I were a photographer or news
cameraman and I saw a guy in a
sweater and a guy in 6" spike heels
and 18" hair who would I chose to
shoot?
Female impersonators have been
around for a long time, and it‘s an
art form that has penetrated a
lifestyle. It has a voice in the com—
munity that can not be denied, and
one that seems to be getting louder.
Thanks to movies like To Wong Foo

and Mrs. Doubtfire, along with
Priscilla—drag may finally be get—
ting its due.
I‘ve always been a huge fan, and
yet I‘ve never done drag myself. So
when I was asked to be a part of Miss
Southern Elegance, I thought it
would be a great shot to show how
much I supported this art without be—
ing an active participant. Of course,
I still had to spend hundreds of dol—
lars on clothes just so I wouldn‘t get
knocked off the stage by a few well—
placed sequins. I was also concerned
about my credentials as a "drag hag,"
and how I could make them work
for me. So the following speech was
born as my welcome to the audience
at Miss Southern Elegance, and now
that Lady A. has gotten hold of me
it is now in print, so for what it‘s
worth...
"I came to Memphis in 1989,
barelyout of the closet and under—
aged to boot, and the first —place I
ended up was GDI on the River
where I saw my first drag show. In
it Sofonda Peters, Vanessa Vogue,
and the rest of the cast whirled and
twirled through a dozen songs about
love, loss and shaking your groove
thing. These performers taught me
and my friends a lot about life in the
Gay world as it was in 1989. They

Will Memphians
Get To See
Priest?
TheConsumerReportsmagazine
gives
Priest its highest rating. The
NewRepublicfornearlytwomonths
listed
Priestas
onefansof it‘sin Jackson,
must see
movies.
Movie
Miss. allSt.,saw
Louis,theMo.movieandwith
Newlittle
Or—
leans
controversy.
Yet largerthananyof
Memphis, Tenn.,
withapopulation
those
three
cities
and morethreemovie
screens
than
any
ofthose
cit—
ieshasnothadtheopportunitytosee
this movie. Why? Because certain

HOLY TRINITY
—CHURCH —
1559 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
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Fiction by Jim Norcross
¢
:
Part 18
Helen Sherman entered the Plaza
dining room shortly after 6:00 in the
morning. She stood for a moment
awed by the opulent splendorof the
place. She had heard aboutit, but she
had never actually been here. Many
of her customers came to the
_
/
hotel often, apparently, and
she could certainly see why
the queens would love this
place with its gleaming crys—
tal chandeliers, graceful silk
drapes to the floor, gold
sconces, and Scalamondre
wallpaper.
Coming to, she looked
around the large dining room
for Leonard Brady. Just as
his son Paul had predicted,
the doctor was sitting at the
table by the front window.
He was alone. For a moment,
Helen sensed her courage ebbing
away, and she was tempted to leave
quietly while she still could. She
watched as a young blond waiter
poured coffee for Dr. Brady. She was
momentarily distracted by the boy‘s
good looks, and he certainly had a
bright smile for so early in the morn—
ing. She was partial to younger men
—a lot younger — and he was prob—
ably straight, she thought, because

she had never seen him at the Colony
Club. When the waiter walked away,
she took a deep breath for courage
and strode purposefully to the table.
"Good morning, Dr. Brady," she
said, pulling out a chair for herself.
"Don‘t bother to get up." She sat
down without ceremony.
"I‘ll just pour myself some cof—
fee." She pushed the rest of the place
setting aside.
Surprised that a woman he had
never seen before had suddenly
moved into his space, Dr. Brady
sputtered, "I do believe you‘ve made
mistake, madam..."
"You are Dr. Leonard Brady,
aren‘t you?"
"Yes... well... but..."
"Then there‘s no mistake."
The waiter, seeing Helen join Dr.
Brady, approached with his order
pad.
"Just this coffee," Helen told him.
The waiter nodded, made note of
the coffee, and walked away.
"I don‘t know who you are or
why you‘re here," Dr. Brady said,
"but I‘m certainly NOT the party you
seek. I‘ve never seen you before, and
if this is — uh — a professional in—
troduction, I‘m not in the least inter—
ested."
Helen leaned back in her chair
and laughed. "Well! I‘m glad to
know I still have what it takes, but
I‘m not a working girl, thank you.
You would have to pay double if I
were. I like my men young and
randy. Frankly, doc, you‘dnever be

able to keep up with me."
Dr. Brady sputtered some more.
"If you don‘t leave right now, Ill
call the management and have you
thrown out. I‘m well known and re—
spected here."
"Honey, if you try anything like
that, ‘ll create the damnedest scene
you‘ve ever been a participant in."
Helen leaned forward, her face be—

tween both palms, and stared directly
at him. "See that man over there,"
she said, resisting the temptation to
point, "the one with the large valise
by his chair..." She nodded in the
direction of a total stranger. "If I start
something in this lovely place, he‘ll
see that it makes the ten o‘clock
news, I guarantee you."
The doctor squirmed in his chair,
trying to decide whether or not she

was bluffing. There was a dark,
bulky item on the man‘s table that
looked like a camera case. He was
afraid to take a chance.
"I‘m here about your son, who‘s
a friend of mine," Helen said, wad—
ing in. She reached for her purse,
extracted a cigarette, and lit it with a
small gold lighter.
"I‘d rather you didn‘t smoke,"
Dr. Brady said.
"Well, tough! I‘m smoking any—
how." She took a deep draw, inhaled
it, and leaned back. She blew an al—
most perfect smoke ring, which
boosted her confidence.
"How do you know my son?"
"He‘s a regular at a little place I
own called the Colony Club. Comes
in mostly to talk."
"So you run the queer bar. I see,"
Dr. Brady said with a smirk.
"No, you don‘t see anything.
You‘re too damn blind to see. It‘s
more than a bar. It‘s a respectable
place, more like a community cen—
ter — a place for friends to meet. A
lot of the gay kids have no place to
go because they have parents like
you."
"Paul‘s not a kid anymore. He‘s
a grown man, and it‘s time he started
acting like one. He‘s running a busi—
ness... rather successfully, I‘m told."
"Yes, but he‘s still having prob—
lems dealing with the fact that he‘s
Gay. He can‘t believe you disowned
him. He‘ll never get over it. He‘s
lucky to have Bobby."

«"Bobby Cheatham is a goddamn
pervert! Are you aware that he was
fired from his coaching job at
Raytown High for child molesta—
tion?"
"That‘s not the whole truth, and
you know it. I‘m sure you‘ve had a
background check run on Bobby,
and I‘m equally certain you know
the whole truth."
Dr. Brady ducked his
head and did not respond.
"You‘re a cold SOB, .
you know that? Probably
nothing I say will help you
or change you, but for
Paul‘s sake, I have to try."
She took another draw on
her cigarette, and continued
to stare across the table at
the doctor. "I was just like
you once. I hate to admit it.
My son, my only child, was
Gay." She took the picture
of the young marine out of
her purse, and set it on the
table between them. That‘s
my son, Tommy."
Your son is no concern of mine.
I really must be going," Dr. Brady
said, shaking his head and pushing
back his chair.
j
"Hold it! Just keep your boring
little boxer shorts on. The name is
Helen —Helen Sherman —and I‘m
not finished here. Sit down. I‘m go—
ing to tell you this story, and you‘re
by gawd going to listen. I was fif—
teen when Tommy was born. My
husband excused himself to buy a
pack of cigarettes and never came
back. I don‘t know what happened
to him. So I was a teenage mother
with no husband, few skills, and little
education. But I had a body and
looks, and I by damn survived. I
went into show business, built a ca—
reer, played all over the country.
"Contrary, obviously, to what
you‘ve heard, Mrs. Sherman, I‘ve
been a good father. I also happen to
be a doctor —a very busy one."
Again, he tried to rise to his feet.
"Sit just a few more minutes,
please. Hear me out. nothing you‘ve
accomplished in life is going to mat—
ter in a few more years —not even
being a good doctor — because
you‘ve messed up with your only
child. You have the chance to make
it up by being a good grandfather‘
now, but you‘re turning your back
on that too. Don‘t you see? Benefit _
from my experience, Leonard..."
Dr. Brady stiffened at her famil—
iarity.
"I understand you‘re seeing
Orlena Howard, Claudia‘s mother."
Dr. Brady gave her a puzzled
look.
"Yes, I know Claudia and Mike.
Mrs. Howard is a fine lady. What
she sees in you is beyond me, I might
add, but that‘s her problem."
"I repeat, Mrs. Sherman, I was a
good father, but I‘m also a busy doc—
tor. I work long, sometimes very

hard hours..."
Helen tried to get Dr. Brady to
look at her. "Don‘t you understand,"
she pleaded, "I‘d give anything to
have my son back. I wouldn‘t care
if he was Gay or whatever — a
purple people eater. I just want my
son back. I want another chance to
deserve his love and respect."

Taking care not to smear her
green mascara, Helen wiped her
eyes. She was beginning to lose her
composure. "I‘m sorry. I‘m really
sorry I have to be so tough on you,
but I‘m trying to help you — to Help

Paul. He‘s a good boy... good MAN.
You‘re lucky to have him. Stop
thinking you have to approve of ev—
See Be A Man on Page 30
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nningBooks Make Them More Enticing
could do for a book," said Pat Scales,
Chicago, said a banning attempt
the Young Adult Library Services
Burned by protesters in Kansas
library media specialist at Greenville
"would make students want to read
Association‘s Intellectual Freedom
City in 1993, the book had been on
(S.C.) Middle School and a mem—
the book more ... especially at this
Committee, said if a book is gener— , the shelves at Klipsch‘s library for
ber
of
the
American
Library
age because you want to rebel."
ating controversy at a school, that‘s
CHICAGO (AP) — WARN—
years. But now, she said, "It‘s going
Association‘s Intellectual Freedom
Scales recalled that when a book the one teen—agers are more likely
ING! Do not read the next para—
out much more frequently."
Committee.
was challenged in a school near hers
to check out from their locallibrary.
graph. It comes from a banned book.
Kim Dell‘Angela, a child psy—
The ALA publicizes censorship . several years ago, the controversy
"It‘s kind of amusing when a
"I‘m the most terrific liar you
chologist at Loyola University
attempts during its annual Banned
"gave the book a rebirth."
book has sat on the shelves for years"
ever saw in your life. It‘s awful. I‘m
Medical Center in Maywood, III.,
Books
Week,
Sept.
23—30.
In
1994,
"We couldn‘t keep it in," she re—
and suddenly there‘s "a request list
on my way to the store to buy a
said much depends on how adults
760 challenges to school, school li—
called. "The public library told me a mile long," said Klipsch, young—
magazine, even, and somebody asks
handle the situation.
brary
and public library materials
they just had a huge waiting list."
adult librarian at Hayner Public Li—
me where I‘m going, I‘m liable to
But if parents explain to their
were reported to its Office of Intel—
The book — Christopher brary in Alton, III.
say I‘m going to the opera. It‘s ter—
child why a book conflicts with their
lectual Freedom.
Collier‘s My Brother Sam Is Dead
One such book, Klipsch recalled,
rible." (From a favorite target of cen—
family‘s values, the child is less
Two—thirds occurred in schools. — wasn‘t a hit beforehand. It dealt
was Nancy Garden‘s Annie on My
sors, J.D. Salinger‘s Catcher in the
likely to seek it out because they al—
Most reflected—concerns with Gay
with the Revolutionary War.
Mind, which deals with a homo—
Rye.) —
ready have discussed what‘s in the
materials, witchcraft and the occult,
Pamela Klipsch, past chairman of sexual relationship between two girls.
If you read that paragraph, some—
book, she said.
and sex. Challenged titles ranged
one else probably did, too. And that,
from Hans Christian Andersen‘s The
some say, is exactly what many teen—
A Mom‘s Change of Heart About Gay
agers do when adults try to ban Little Mermaid to Howard Stern‘s
books: Those that collected dust for Private Parts.
Son‘s Suicide
Patty Hart, a 16—year—old junior
years suddenly become library hits.
at
St.
Scholastica
High
School
in
"I think that‘s the best sell we
By Nancy Mayer
nalist Leroy Aarons tells how Mary
class suburban family life scenes that
Associated Press Writer
Griffith came to decide three years af—
ring so true they may be haunting to
ter her son‘s death that God "had not
readers from similar backgrounds. But
Mark Your Calendars
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)—
healed Bobby because there was noth—
Mrs. Griffith‘s religious fervor juxta—
c
Scared and full of self—hatred, Bobby
ing wrong with him."
posed against Bobby‘s secret agony
Griffith took his mother‘s advice and
Aarons came across excerpts of make this family‘s story particularly
High Heels,
prayed his homosexuality would be
Bobby‘s diary in the San Francisco
poignant and dramatic.
healed by God.
Examiner, which published a 16—day
At first, Bobby tells only his diary
o
High Hats IV
@,
In his diary, the teen—ager wrote:
series on Gays and Lesbians in
his adolescent dreams are about men.
"Am I going to Hell? That‘s the gnaw—
America.
He overhears conversations at home
ing
question
that‘s
always
drilling
little
His
book,
published
by
Sat., Oct. 28
and at church that hurt.
holes in the back of my mind.... Lord
HarperCollins ofSan Francisco, begins
"Bobby‘s death was the direct re—
I want to be good..."
like a family portrait in which Bobby,
(See ad on page 3)
sult of his parents‘ ignorance and fear
On Aug. 27, 1983, at the age of20,
his parents, his two sisters and his
of the word Gay," Mrs. Griffith wrote
Bobby flipped backwards offthe edge brother talk movingly about their love
after much soul—searching and Bible
ofa freeway overpass and toppled into
for each other as well as their misun—
study, guided by the pastor of a church
the path of a speeding truck. His sui—
derstandings. It ends with Mrs.
accepting Gays and Lesbians.
cide became the genesis for a book
Griffith‘s transformation into a Gay
Mrs. Griffith wrote in a letter to her
about his mother‘s change ofheart over rights activist and a cataloging of re—
son after his death, "You were the apple
the roots of her son‘s homosexuality.
cent landmarks in that campaign.
of God‘s eye just as you were. If we
In PrayersforBobby, veteranjour—
Details are layered to create middle—
By Debra Hale
Associated Press Writer
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If you take pictures at community
events, please let us know. We‘d
love to keep "Family Album going,
but need your input.
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Partners Gaining Benefits at Glaxo Wellcome
RESEARCH
TRIANGLE
PARK, N.C. (AP) — Glaxo
Wellcome Inc. has announced it
will extend medical —and dental
coverage nationwide to the live—in—
companions of its Gay and Les—
bian employees.
"This is just one more element
in our benefits package that (rec—
ognizes) diversity in the work
force and will help us attract and
retain quality people," said Glaxo
Wellcome spokeswoman Nancy
Pekarek.
The world‘s largest pharmaceu—
tical company says it will extend
medical and dental insurance cov—
erage to the same—sex domestic
partners of its employees in re—
sponse to requests from its work—
ers. But the move, which takes
effect Jan. 1, 1996, also has a com—
mercial benefit: AZT, the world‘s
leading AIDS medication, is
manufactured by British—based
Glaxo Wellcome.
AIDS activists serving on an
advisory committee to Burroughs
Wellcome had been urging
Burroughs for years to extend
spousal benefits to the partners of

its homosexual employees.
The company also is looking at
extending other benefits to Gay
and Lesbian partners, such as fu—
neral leave, Pekarek said.
The move at Glaxo Wellcome
is part of a growing trend among
employers, both public and pri—
vate, of extending spousal benefits
to Gay and Lesbian partners. Two
major employers in the Triangle,
SAS Institute and Northern
Telecom, last year extended some
benefits to Gay and Lesbian part—
ners.
Northern Telecom extended
health coverage, while SAS left its
health policy unchanged but ex— ;
tended less—costlybenefits such as
family leave, funeral leave, relo—
cation and adoption assistance
benefits. Both SAS and Northern
Telecom also extended benefits to
unmarried heterosexual partners,
but Glaxo‘s new policy doesn‘t
include unmarried heterosexuals.
"Legally, heterosexual partners
have the option of marriage, which
is not available to same—sex do—
mestic partners," Pekarek said.
Outside the business spectrum,

Duke University and two Triangle
municipalities, Chapel Hill and
Carrboro, also have extended
some benefits to partners of Gay
employees within the past year.
Gay and Lesbian leaders ap—
plauded Glaxo Wellcome‘s move.
"It came out of left field. We
weren‘t expecting it," said Peter
Staley, a prominent AIDS activist
in New York.
Staley said the move is a posi—
tive sign that the new Glaxo
Wellcome is interested in a good
relationship with Gay and AIDS
activists.
"There certainly was great ap—
prehension about how the new
company would shake out in its re—
lationship with the Gay commu—
nity," he said.
Moises Agosto, a former mem—
ber of Wellcome‘s HIV advisory
board and director of research and
treatment advocacy at the National
Minority AIDS Council in Wash—
ington, called the decision a logi—
cal step.
:
"If they want to improve their
image, this is kind of common
sense."
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Syracuse University Gives Benefits To
Gay Employees‘ Partners
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (AP) —
Syracuse University will extend
benefits to the partners of Gay and
Lesbian employees.
The policy was approved by
trustees in the spring and an—
nounced Sept. 1, Robert Hill, a
university spokesman, said.
"The university has a policy of
non—discrimination ... and without
these benefits there was discrimi—
nation based on sexual orienta—

tion," Hill said.
Syracuse‘s new policy will not
include unmarried heterosexual
couples, who, unlike Gay partners,
can marry, Hill said.
Same—sex partners will be eli—
gible for free tuition, discounts at
university stores, counseling and
job placement services.
The university is working with
insurers to extend health and life
insurance benefits to Gay and Les—

bian partners soon, Hill said. .
More than 250 U.S. employers
now provide benefits to same—sex
partners, according to Hollywood
Supports, a Los Angeles—based or—
ganization that monitors Gay and
Lesbian issues.
In New York, that group in—
cludes Cornell University, New
York City, New York state, Ithaca
and Rochester.
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Say They‘ll Certify
Gay Relationships
PARIS (AP) — Gay and Lesbian groups exulted Sept.
21 after officials in a half—dozen Paris districts promised to
issue certificates of cohabitation to homosexual couples who
have lived together for at least a year.
In a joint communique, the six district mayors explained
they wanted "to contribute to equality between citizens, what—
ever their personal situation."
The Gay community in Paris has lobbied hard for such
recognition. Homosexuals contend that without some kind
of certification, they face discrimination in housing and other
areas.
Certificates of cohabitation don‘t carry the legal weight
of marriage certificates, but homosexual rights groups ap—
plauded the move as an important and symbolic start.
"It‘s a first step toward the recognition of homosexual
couples and equal rights," the Gay and Lesbian Center and
SOS Homophobia said in a statement also signed by "the
Raging Lesbians."
The groups called on officials in more conservative Paris
districts to follow suit.
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Autumn

Frolics

Wanted: Rhodes College/
Southwestern Alumni to attend a
Gay/Les T—shirt gathering at
_ Homecoming this Oct. 13—14. Your
own Lady A. first got her start in drag
on this campus 20 years ago. We
plan to aitend our 20th reunion in one
of those tasteful GSA (Gay/Straight
Alliance) T—shirts and show our sup—
port of the homefolks on campus.
The "Liberal" in the "Liberal Arts"
monicker ain‘t what it used to be.
Alums have influence and we can
help make this the school we remem—
ber and not allow dear—alma—mater—
kind—the—fate to fall behind the rest
of the progressive schools in this
country because of a few backward
higher—ups. Call Vincent Astor
(she‘s in the book) if interested.

Memphis.
The Drag Olympics, held at
Amnesia, netted $2,300 for Friends
For Life. Twenty—seven performers
competed for the winner‘s title and
Love Shack Bettye won.
Alliance‘s "Dessert Squirt" fund—
raiser on Sept. 9 raised over $200 to
benefit MGLCC at 501. We are not
sure where some of the dessert
courses came from but we would
like to know if they do private par—
ties. We also counted it worth the
price of admission to turn the tables
on

the

reigning

president

of

GHOUN (Germantown House—
wives of Uniform Naugahyde) also
known as the clique...er...the club
that would not die. We understood
that being a JAP (Jewish American
Princess) was required for admission

The Passing Parade
We are looking forward to the run
of our current play, Four Plays for
CoarseActors, in the Little Theatre
at Theatre Memphis. It‘s sorta like
two hours ofAre You Being Served?
and contains much silliness. It may
be even sillier than Miss You Ain‘t
Right. Those who can bear the
thought of us attempting opera (yes,
opera) and especially those
afficionados of Anna Russell and
Florence Foster Jenkins will enjoy
the first segment. There is also
Shakespeah, Checkoff and an adap—
tation ofMobyDick (not excessively
nasty but pretty, well, you guessed
it). Runs the first two weekends in
Oct. in the Little Theatre at Theatre

to GHOUN but we understand that
marriage to a doctor, five major store
credit cards (with at least $50.00 left
on each) and access to a Vespa will
do.
The Memphis Pride Awards, a
people‘s choice awards, was held at
Backstreet on Sept. 21. The decora—
tions were significant and rainbow
themed. Beverly Hills and Kiera
Mason hosted. Many notable imper—
sonators were present but we made
a brief run by and had no clue that
we, ourselves, were to be chosen as
Most Outgoing while we were get—
ting our beauty sleep (watch it,
LaVerne). Unlike some in—house
type shows in the past, recipients
were very much across the commu—

AN ECUMENICAL SERVICE OF
PRAYER AND HEALING
IN A TIME OF HIV/AIDS
‘This m.“ for everyone affected by HIV/AIDS,
living with HIV/AIDS,
and friends. All are welvome.

nity (the names are listed elsewhere).
We hope next year that more ballot—
ing locations can be made available
and that some new categories can be
created so that more individuals can
be recognized for other areas of ser—
vice and notoriety.
The recipient of the Most Help—
ful Charity, Friends For Life, re—
ceived the proceeds. Due to a slight
inconvenience .with licensing, the
crowd was small but generous. The
timing of those helpful individuals
who habitually call for raids on other
locations leaves something to be
desired. We understand that the bar
is very much back in business and is
taking legal exception to certain an—
tics by the police department.
These awards heralded the first
appearance of Memphis Pride‘s new
logo and slogan for 1996. The pink
triangle remains but the rainbow has
metamorphosed into balloons in the
spectrum colors. The 1996 slogan is
"Bigger Party, More Purpose." New
co—chairs are Andy Cain and Den—
nis Kijowski. Other board members
are Paul Biscontine, Carol Molder
and John Billis. Look for volunteers
out and about the weekend of Oct.
7. National Coming Out Day will be
celebrated in earnest at the Pipeline
on Wednesday, Oct. 11. The staff
and owners will generously provide
a door that one may "come out of"
and—a wall of signatures to attest to
same. It‘s a real hoot (with deep psy—
chological connotations, ofcourse).
Coming out is kind oflike being born
again (for those of you Bible Belters
out there). We highly recommend it.
The Lambda Men‘s Chorus has
acquired a new director Charles
Clark, lately seen in the Theatre
Memphis orchestra pit conducting
Gigi. The chorus meets every Tues—
day at MGLCC, so ifthat‘s your cup
of tea, the voices are still strong.
Congratulations to Mr. Tennes—
see Universe, Alex Reed, and Miss
Tennessee Universe, Carrion
Synclaire, chosen at Club Xscape
last month. A Lifetime Achievement
award was given to Leslie Phillips,
known to all and sundry as Miss
Peaches.
Nota Bene
Darling, remember who was

mascot for the first SPIT tournament.
We also made extra sure that bowl—
ing registration was in the calendar
and we do kinda ask around (if there
has been a paucity of correspon—
dence therefrom) when the hell
bowling starts again. But, good
faeries do grant wishes so
here you are!
By the by,
we are also of
the opinion
that bowl—
ing in high
hair and
e v en
wedgie
bowling
p u m ps
might just
make the
national
news. Espe—
cially for a fund—
raiser. A good compromise might be
to bowl in face and boobs, that is if
the individual can pass. Which we
have a sneaky feeling she can.
Congratulations to MGLCC
President Hunter Johnston for tak—
ing away a grand prize for minia—
ture arrangements at the Mid—South
Fair. We would certainly like to hear
more about things like this, after all
there is a great big world outside of
our own community and many of us |
participate in it.
The Runaround |
Friends For Life will hold an
open house at the new location on
Thursday evening, Oct. 5,from 4 to
7 p.m. If you haven‘t been by (or
cannot place where it is) that‘s what
this open house and the handy map
in the center spread of disyere
paypah are for. Theagency is in a
low, two—story building on the cor—
ner of McNeil and Poplar on the
north side practically across the
street from Star Search Video.
NOW will hold a benefit on Oct.
7 featuring one of the most sought
after female acts in the area, the Belle
Curves. We are madly trying to ac—
quire their services for the June 8
MGLCC Boat Rideand perhaps one
brief shining moment at this year‘s |
Pride Festival. Wish us luck. The

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1995, AT 5:00 PM
CALVARY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
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NOW event will be held at the Holi—
day Inn on Union at McLean from
8:30 p.m. until midnight. Spending
the evening with a room full of fun—
loving RG‘s (Real Girls, or RW‘s
Real Women) should be wonderful
whether they are mostly Lesbian or
not.
S o u t her n
Country‘s 2nd an—
nual Billy Cross
Memorial Fund
&» Raiser (recipi—
eu‘~>y
‘*+
MGLCC/
S wite h —
board) will
be held at
WKRB on
Sunday, Oct.
8. This show
was a grand
gathering of many
Memphis clubs and or—
ganizations last year and was held
for a crowd so huge one could barely
move. There is no reason we can
discover why this year‘s will be any
different.
There will be a special preview
showing of the long—awaited film
Jeffrey to benefit Aloysius Home at
the Cinema 12 on Oct. 12. You
might follow the advice in that let—
terto the editor and ask management
when the run ofPriest will be.
The Alternative Restaurant is
continuing with entertainment on
Friday evenings. Classical guitarist
Miles Lazore has been engaged for
the next few Friday and Saturday
evenings.
For this month‘s MGLCC Pot—
luck, formertitleholders and produc—
ers of the Miss Gay Memphis
Pageant(first held 26 years ago) are
being invited for the unveiling of
Memphis‘ oldest tangible Gay arti—
fact. The name plaque listing all pag—
eant winners since 1969 has been
permanently housed at the MGLCC.
Outstanding expenses on a previous
restoration were donated by Frank
Cooper and David Da Ponte, own—
ers of Amnesia. Amber Starr cur—
rently holds the title. Y‘all come.
A benefit for Hope House, a day
care center for children with HIV/
AIDS, will be held at WKRB on
Sunday, Oct. 22.
Look for Maxi Houston, Karl
Thomas and Storm Front, and Miss
Mess Memphis at Amnesia in Oc—
tober.
The annual High Hats, High
Heels and High Times Hallowe‘en
Party for Friends For Life will be
held in the covered parking area at
Holy Trinity Community Church on
Oct. 28.
Mr. and Miss Club Xscape will
be chosen at the club of the same
name on Oct. 29.
And, of course, Hallowe‘en is
coming up.
Final Round
Come out, come out wherever
you are! Fellow alumni especially!
Ta, ta.
Lady A.
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continued from page 1

erything he does. And stop pretending he‘s
city dump and make it right for a party."
dead. You may turn around one day, like me,
Tables to seat ten are available for $500
and discover he‘s gone — gone forever."
or $300 depending on location. Individual
Leonard Brady shrugged and raised both
tickets will be available in October for $25
hands in a gesture of helplessness. "May I go
each. Proceeds benefit Friends For Life
now? I have a conference to address, a large
AIDS Resource Center.
group of physicians." He hurried out of the
Tickets will be available through
dining room.
Ticketmaster, Meristem, Star Search Video
Helen looked around the now crowded din—
and Amnesia.
ing room. Apparently the hotel was booked —
Contract negotiations with a major act
solid with visiting doctors. She sat folding and
were still pending at presstime, but David
unfolding her napkin. "I blew it," she said. She
daPonte, chairman of the entertainment
lit another cigarette, but didn‘t smoke it. "I
committee, said a national act will be
tried, but I blew it." She put the picture of her booked.
son back in her purse and walked away, leav—
He said he had been negotiating with
ing the cigarette burning in the ashtray.
Evelyn "Champagne" King, but unfortu—
As she paid for her coffee on the way out,
nately she was booked in California just
she got a good look at the young blond who
minutes before his offer.
had waited on Dr. Brady. His name tag said
Organizers say they expect 1,000 people
Christopher. She was startled by his unusual
to attend the party this year. Previous year‘s
light blue eyes, the same ‘color as Tommy‘s.
draws have ranged from 650—850.
A chill passed over her. Suddenly, she felt old
For more information, call Friends For
and very alone.
Life at 272—0855.
To be continued.
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speech and equal protection under the law.
"What is not rational about the policy is
that it targets homosexuals who speak," Moore
said. Those Gay service members who do not
say they are homosexual may continue to
serve, even if they attend Gay rights marches
or go to Gay bars, and this is known within
their unit, he said.
—
And heterosexuals are not punished at all
for similar speech, Moore said.
Attorneys for both sides faced thorny
semantical questions from the three—judge
panel, whose members seemed troubled by the
definitions of terms.
"Sexual orientation is OK. Propensity is no
good," said Judge M. Blane Michael. "The
words ‘I am Gay‘ push you into propensity
rather than orientation. ... What we need here
is a dictionary."
Judge Diana Motz said Gay service mem—
bers cannot "rebut the presumption" merely

by saying they won‘t commit homosexual acts.
"You have to say, ‘I was joking,‘ or ‘I was
drunk,‘ or ‘I was kidding," she said.
Kneedler disagreed, saying three out of the
first 20 service members who were charged
under the new policy succeeded in rebutting
the presumption they would engage in homo—
sexual acts.
®
Under further questioning from Motz, he
acknowledged that one had done so by saying
he was unsure ofhis orientation.
__
"So you have to take back your words,"
Motz said.
Judge J. Michael Luttig suggested that the
government policy punishes people merely for
their status, which he said was not Congress‘
intent when it made the policy law. And he
questioned whether the executive branch of
the government has gone beyond Congress‘
original intent.
"Why should we defer to Congress when
the executive branch has not?" he asked.
The court can issue a ruling at any time.

Full Appeals Court Votes to Hear
Gays in

Military Case

WASHINGTON (AP) —The full 4th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals will hear a case chal—
523—8912
lenging the Clinton administration‘s "don‘t
ask, don‘t tell" policy on homosexuals in the
military.
The court issued an order saying all 13 of
its active members would hear oral arguments
147 Jefferson Ave.
in the case of former Navy Lt. Paul Thomasson
sometime between Dec. 4—8. A three—judge
panel of the court requested the action after a
hearing in the case on Sept. 12.
The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals sits
in
Richmond,
Va. A copy of its order was ob—
Suite
806
tained Sept. 22 .
Thomasson, who worked for the admiral
administering "don‘t ask, don‘t tell," told his
commander about his sexual orientation days
after the policy went into effect. After the Navy
moved to discharge him, he challenged. the
Tennessee does not certify specialists in the law
policy in federal court and lost. He then ap—
and we do not claim such certification.
ipealed to the 4th Circuit, which heard his case
tecomentc mee mme aiconc am nn. an cme once we season n s me cans c
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in a special, expedited session.
It is the first case challenging the adminis—
tration policy to reach the federal appeals court
level.
Noting that circuit courts rarely hear cases
with all active members present, Allan B.
Moore, Thomasson‘s attorney, called the
court‘s order unusual and encouraging.
"If the court were not troubled by the
government‘s position, they would see no rea—
son for the full court to come into the case and
sit with them and hear it again," Moore said. "
It clearly is a signal that they have some very,
very serious concerns."
|_
In a statement issued Friday, the Justice
Department said, "The court is obviously tak—
ing seriously the parties‘ arguments. We wel—
come the opportunity to present this matter to
; the full court and look forward to a resolution
of this important case."
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Oasis in Frayser

our

The 1960s slipped right by this quaint old chilled) and more hushpuppies sizzling hot.
fashioned eatery, and as a matter of fact, so
One bite brought back countless memories and
did the 70s and 80s. The 90s aren‘t doing much
had us hooked forever. While Frank Sinatra
better! Remember the old—timey places one crooned in the background, we devoured our
went with the family to after a funeral or wed—
repast in utter amazement. I will not even
ding or some other very important occasion?
bother to try and describe how perfectly these
Recall red naugahyde booths and plastic roses?
folks fry fish! The fried chocolate pies we had
How about really getting your money‘s worth
for dessert, topped with ice cream from their
for a good meal? Well,it all still exists at Cat—
soft serve machine put a perfect finish on a
fish Island.
fantastic meal.
Ourfirst visit was intensively charming, to
Our second visit proved just as rewarding.
say the least. We followed the cashier‘s in— The service was impeccable (Sergeant Wait—
structions and selected our own table (which ress) again, and the catfish just as tasty as on
we both agreed was rare in itself) and plopped our first trip. No dessert this time, because we
down in a booth by the window, observing ordered the seven—piece dinner and a sweet old
beautiful Frayser Blvd. In about 30 seconds
lady with a birthday party in progress "sat up
an elderly waitress wearing a "catfish" brooch
house" with birthday cake! This history les— _.
on her lapel placed a heaping basket of son—trip down memory lane—totally terrific
hushpuppies and a bow! of something green
tastebud orgy is well worth the short 15 min—
smack in the middle of the table and informed
utes from Midtown. Gay friendly? They were
us that she was ready to take our order. My
nice to us.
companion told her that he hadn‘t even read
Dinner for two with dessert and generous
the menu yet. He was told in return that there tip (Hey, I‘ve never seen a quicker 68—year—
was no need to, order catfish. Of course, we old waitress in my life) ran us about $20
did as we were advised, and were glad we both
Catfish Island ***
take orders well. My ex from Tupelo used to
Price Range—Inexpensive for the value.
admire that talent in me as well. The green
Dress shirt and shoes required.
stuff turned out to be some incredible green
Ambiance—Ozzie and Harriet, Amos and
tomato relish, and when eaten with some fresh
Andy, and Marilyn Monroe could walk in at
and finger—scorching hushpuppies sent our any moment and fit right in.
mouths to new heights of palatal ecstasy! We
Located at 2047 Frayser Blvd. 358—8028.
both ordered the three—piece dinner which
We recommend catfish filets, fried pies,
consisted of some of the finest fish I‘ve ever green tomato relish.
tasted, fries, slaw (very homemade and very

Spiritual Resources in the Memphis Area

Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
Connection Center — 761—3435
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
Holy Trinity Community Church— 726—9443
Safe Harbor MCC — 272—9637
Memphis Friends Meeting—323—3196

.

Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church—756—5433
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479 —
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 7264104

Still Looking for That

St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1412

|

Best Burger in Midtown
~ Mule is searching for the very best burger in Midtown. We have always loveda
good hamburger, and quite honestly, no one can beat our mom‘s. Hers are perfectly
prepared with love and care and taste just the way we like them.
We will be scouring the city through October in an avid search for a burger as
good as Mom‘s. If you wish us to try your establishment‘s food, just drop us a line
and we will be glad to sneak in when you least expect us. Sort of like my ex with
the wife and three kids in Little Rock. If you appreciate Gay business, then let us
know.

‘Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Road) — 753—0831
— Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News
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Local Authors

Look at

Neighborhoods — Farand

West also have included com—

live. So they set about compiling

ments from local people about

the needed information which led

Where is a good place to live?

what each city is like to live in

to their guide.

Two books by local authors take

and how open and accepting the

a look at this question—one from

community is.

Review by Bob Dumais

Lanie Dills and Lynn West

from a local neighborhood view.

both live in Memphis now, but
Dills hails from New Mexico and

Great Gay & Lesbian Places To

On a much more local front,
Robin Marvel, an employee at the

a national perspective, the other
Lanie Dills and Lynn West
take the wide view in their book,

string & OtherEssays, the book
is a compilation of some of
Marvel‘s "The Wry Eye" col—
umns from TheLamplighter, the
Cooper—Young neighborhood
paper, and essays from The Key—
stone, plus some original pieces
especially for this publication.
Half of the proceeds from the
book will go to help support The
Lamplighter.

aforementioned Meristem, has

COOPER YOUNG
( ue 5n055vnu4t

West from Arkansas originally.
In looking to relocate, they vis—
ited Meristem to see if a book was

FHeR

orssaXs

Near

She writes with affection and
a sense of humor about the
uniqueness and peculiarities of
everybody‘s favorite Midtown
neighborhood. The text is accom— .
panied by charming illustrations
by Jeanne Seagle.
You‘ll enjoy this whimsical
look at Cooper—Young and its
people. On a Shoesting is a fun
way to spend an evening.

available that could give them in—
formation about "Gay positive"
places to live. Being told that no
such book existed, only travel

S _E

guides for vacation areas, they
figured if they were looking for
Gay—friendly cities and towns in
which to live, then others were
as well.
As they began to call around
the country to talk to Lesbians,

ay mo #6 N A MARVEL

Gays and bisexuals, they were
amazed; the response was over—
whelming.

a

written a book of essays about her

tremendouse interest in informa—

There

was

neighborhood here in Memphis.

tion about Gay—positive places to

Titled Cooper—Young on a Shoe—

!

Live. It is an up—to—date guide to
..
oss

More importantly, the authors
cover what each location has to
offer Lesbians and Gays. There‘s
a rundown of the organizations,

ALTERNATIVE
—~FM90
MONDAY EVENINGS 6:00 PM — 7:00 PM
P.O. BOX 41778 MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE38104
(801) 528—1990
THE GAY

bars and businesses that are Gay

HOFESSIONAL
SSAGE
_ BY(APPOINTMENT _
[CAL 9pm
as

.<~
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VBNGHAELE 51
(901) 2789768 Q5;

aef(e
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gGlFTCERTIFICATES AVAILABLE ;

owned and operated or Gay

£1

4h...“

ns «ernme

erage income, job availability and
cost of living information.
There‘s also a compilation of lo—
cal civic and geographic high—
lights, such as the arts, museums,
festivals and recreational areas.

s

about each city including such
things as population, climate, av—

3.72“
vx
¥.
“3.%

The book gives general facts

l

133 U.S. cities and towns.

friendly. For most areas, Dills and

San Francisco
Sentinel!

For

Sale
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The
San Francisco Sentinel, a weekly
newspaper that serves the Gay
community, has shut down after 21
years of publication and is for sale.
Owner Ray Chalker cited the
pressures of operating the paper as
well as a highly successful coun—
try—and—Western bar.
"I‘ve tried for a year, and I‘ve
just burned out," Chalker said.
He said a couple of potential
buyers had expressed interest in the
paper, but he didn‘t think they
could finance the $100,000.
The Sentinel printed 34,000
copies. It circulated in 13 states, but
70 percent of its circulation was in
the San Francisco Bay area, the
publisher said.

Mark Your
Calendars
NOW
BENEFIT
featuring
Belle Curves
Oct. 7, 8:30
Holiday Inn
Union & McLean

2+ BEDROOMS 1.5CLOSETS
BATHS
DOUBLEWALKIN
SITTING ROOM
OFF
MBR
FORMAL
LIVING
&
DINING
SUNROOM
& LAUNDRYFLOORS
ROOM
REFINISHEDWOOD
NEWREAR
CARPETDECK& KITCHEN
VINYL
LARGE
&
FENCEDYARD
2/CAR GARAGE &SECURITY SYSTEM
Only $79,500 &

This charming
Overton Park
offers
an updatedall—brick
kitchenhome
whichnearincludes:
Refrigerator,
dishwasher,
washer, &brandnewgasoven—range!
dryer, doublestainless—steelsink
with disposal,new
vinylflooring,
David Carter
276—8800
Office
CRS, Broker
CRYE—LEIKE 2762521 Residence

Nashville STRAIGHT BI DAY: Mike, 32,
reg. bi guy, iso other reg. guys, educated and
discreet iso same for encounters during the
day— 29424
Nashville AM I THE ONE?: John, 18, 511,
blonde/blue, like guys fun spontaneous, like
to spend time with me, and someone not
always real busy, and looking for someone
18—20, high self esteem, and single— #29430

Cleveland LONG HAIR: GWM seeks local
dudes 19—25 for friendship and more. Leave
me a message. #10212

Nashville 25 GWM, want to meet 30°45
athletic, interested in whatever happens— #
7612

Nashville LONELY?: GBM looking to take
your loneliness away. Let‘s talk #10253

Nashville SOFTBALL PLAYER: Chris, int in
alot of things, softball for one of the bars, like
to meet 30—45, give me call— # 7613

Madison LTR NEEDED: GBM looking for
other GM who want to enjoy the finer things
in life besides bars. Please call me. #10401
Nashville COUPLE: GWM couple looking for
a "Little Brother". If interested, please leave us
a message. #10412

GRAB

Nashville CHOCOLATE LOVER: 26,
BIWM, attractive, seeking a discreet/disease
free, aggressive Black Bi Male for evening
and weekend interludes. Discreteness a
MUST! Let‘s get together soon for some fun.
#10513

THAT PHONE!
HERE‘S HOW IT WORKS:
1) To respond to these
ads & browse others
Call: 1—900—860—4868

3) To pick—up messages
from your existing ad
Call: the 900 number &
Press the star key (*)

Questions Call: 1—415—281—3183

Madison LONESOME: Rick, GWM, 44, Ikg
for other males in the area, Ikg for a rel, with
a GM, younger 30s or 40s, like to go out to
eat, movies, someone to talk to, and have a
good time, maybe more— #9686

Recording your ad:
Figure out what you want to say
before calling in. Write down what
you want to say. Keep it short and
simple. Just describe yourself and
Our

computerized system will walk you
through the rest. Have a pen ready to
write down your box number.

Nashville CUB SANDWICH: GWM, 145, *
57", 29, furry, brown hair, blue eyes,
‘stache, very attractive, looking for real people
who have no barriers with age, race, money
or any other problem. HIV+ preferred. Leave
a message. #10871
Bristol UNDERCOVERS: GWM, 32, furry,
body builder, blonde hair, blue eyes, seeking
GWM 18—38 for fantasy fulfillment. Photo
exchange a plus. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Please leave a message. #210999
Nashville STUD NEXT DOOR: GWM, 25,
Vanderbilt student, brown hair, hazel eyes,
military. looks, straight acting, seeking buffed
military/jock looking GWM 20—30 for
friendship/relationship. Whatever happens,
Happens! CALL ME. #11059
Camden CUSTOMER SERVICE: GWM,
6‘1" , blonde hair, brown eyes, seeks GWM
under 40 for pleasure and adventure. Please
leave a message and | will contact you as
soon as | can. Satisfaction guaranteed.
#11099

Nashville ADVENTURE: Young GWM
looking for same for quiet evenings. Am very
attractive who needs aggressiveness and
gentleness. Call me. #29714

Nashville TALL GUYS: Brian, 6‘4, 20,
bind/blue, Ikg for someone sim ht, 20—25
masculine acting, like to dance, go to clubs,
have a good time, give me a call— # 5604

Knoxville CANADIAN: GWM looking for fit,
muscular, masculine GWM‘s under 35 for fun
and excitement ©9936

Nashville MEET NEW FRIENDS: Scott, 32,
bind/blue, 185, just moved back to the area,
25—35 int in friendship, race not impt, give me
a call— thanks! = 7355

Nashville ANDRE: GBM says Life‘s Too Short
to miss out on the fun. Leave me a message if
you‘re between 19—25 and let‘s meet.
#10020
Knoxville BIG BOY: GWM male wants to
meet mature and discreet GWM between 18—
30 for discreet encounters. #10060

Bristo! PEOPLE PERSON: Eddy, 5‘4, 319
br/brn, people person, hiking camping
fishing and computers, looking for someone in
the area to talk, to give me a call— = 7424
Nashville CUDDLE WITH ME: Harrison, 26,
looking for someone to hold and cuddle with,
give me a call— # 7512

Eastern AMUSEMENT PARKS: Jack, Ikg
for friends and possible rel, 511 20 brn/brn,
mustache, mase, str actin, 37, cute, up to you,
int are wide and varied, like dining out, home
movies, theaters, theme parks Iv a message #
* 7879

Memphis CUTE BLACK MALE, Lawrence,
cute GBM 24 6‘ 275, like dancing, romance,
theater sports, iso GWM 20—40 for friendship
poss more— # 26715
Nashville TURN UP THE HEAT: We are a
handsome stable GWC iso spec person to
make this hot summer even hotter, can you
stand the heat? you won‘t be disappointed— #
8391

Memphis GREASE IS THE WORD:
BIWM, 30, attractive, not into bars/drugs,
very discreet, looking for other BIWM‘s in
the area. Interested in having alot of fun with
the right person(s). Leave me a message.
#10549
R

Due to our large volume of calls,
if you can‘t get thru, simply try
yourcall later.

Memphis FITNESS MINDED: Jerry, 165,
5‘6, 46, discreet BM Profil, iso other Profil
males, fimess minded for serious friendship
maybe more— # 7804

~ Martin OUTDOORS AND MORE! Jeff, like
4 outdoors, like to meet someone to talk to
maybe more, give me a call # 8049

Clarksville ON GOLDEN BLONDE:
GWM, 29 yrs old, slim, blonde hair, blue
eyes, not picky, seeking GBM/GWM for
friendship, outings, and hopefully more.
Please leave a message for instant reply.
#10599

2) To record your FREE
Memphis personal ad
Call: 1—800—546—MENN
(We‘ll print it here)

what you‘re looking for.

Nashville LETS GET DOWN! John, 6‘,
bind/blue, good shape, iso someone to have
fun with, not really Ikg for a rel, just wanna
get down! Iv a message— # 7651

prof‘l, dise, iso other Profl male, 28—45 who
would appreciate a caring rel, like movies,
plays, concerts, dining out, if you are
interested please call— # 7310

Knoxville HIKING AND CAMPING:
Darrell, 61, 205 34, Ikg for WM 25—35, int —
in hiking camping, workout, like to play
racquetball, give me a call— # 8696
Knoxville 20 COLLEGE STUDENT: 511
brn/brn 150 str acting, Ikg iso same, 20—23
have a good time party, be friends maybe
more if this its u, Iv a message— # 7706
Nashville CHOCOLATE LOVERS, GWC 36
510, 195 26 6‘ 190, Ikg to experience some
top BM 30—40 for some hot fun times, Rick or
Ray: = 7868
f
Nashville JIm GWM 37, 5, 155, bl/dk —
exion, iso GWM 18—35, looking for someone
to have fun with maybe more— # 7945
Nashville 22 WM, BI, 5511 brn/green, 185
muse build, broad shoulders iso someone to
show me the life, take my time and have alot
of fun! # 7964
Nashville MARK, BWM 29 5‘10 175, masc,
hairy, clean discreet easy going iso passive BI
or Gay male, for friendship and discreet fun—
# 8067
Nashville FRIENDS FIRST: This is Patrick 6‘
190 med cxion mustache, into music, movies,
and some sports, iso companionship, friends
first, who knows what happens later, give m
a call— = 8104
—
Chattanooga DAYTIME FUN: Scott, 510,
185, Ikg to meet some friends, movies, bars,
like to party, give me a call I work nights #
8283
Nashville WILD CHILD: Jesse, 19 wild child,
58 brn/blue 170 GM, Ikg for best friend
maybe more, u, 19—25; ready to have fun,
let‘s go out and make the best of it—want
someone to be with me give me a call— #
8300
W. Tennessee CARING RELATIONSHIP:
GWM, 33, 62, 175, White collar healthy

Nashville JUST ABOUT ANYTHING:
Harrison, 61, 215, love to do just about
anything, have fun, give me a call— = 8768
Knoxville UNIVERSITY OF
TENNESSEE: Sean, 26, new to area,
6‘1, 195, brn/blue, student at UT like
outdoors, swimming hiking, work out, iso
possrel,give me a call = 9124
Knoxville LOTS OF ROMANCE: Tim, Prof
GWM 27, 59, It. brn/blue, 165, work out,
avg. build, diverse int, sports, adventure, quiet
eves, and lots of romance iso over 25 with a
great sense of humor, int in a rel, no one night
stands, # 9127

Jackson YOUNG AT HEART: Rob 48 559
165; bn/brn, professional, young at heart, It.
drinker non smoker, interested in guys in the
area, int in travel, theater, and dinners with
someone special. int in guys 30—40. if u fit the
description, call me! #5825
®
Nashville MUSCULAR GUYS: Brian, 6‘4,
20, bind/blue, gdlkg, looking for similar ht,
good build, 20—25, like short hair, mase guys
only, if u fit this tlescription, give me a call.
#5604
Knoxville HOLE IN ONE: Charles, 6‘5, 235,
37, brn/blue, short beard, lots of interests,
outdoors, boating, golf, if you are interested,
give me a call. #5700
Nashville HARDBODIES: Lee, Ikg for
hardbodies, 25, 56, 125, blue/bind, into
movies, music, walks, Ikg for 20—30 for fun
times poss more, race not impt— ©5888
Chattanooga WM, 40, like to meet anyone
between 27 up to 45, I‘m 5‘8, 167 brn/brn
mustache Larry. #5990
Nashville DISCREET BM BI ISO WM 18—35
I‘m 35 dean and discreet, give me a call— #5993
Nashville YOU NEVER
KNOW......Harrison, 25, 6‘1 looking for
someone to share with, go to movies, give me
a call, we might have something in common—
you never know #6167
Nashville SPORTS BARS: 2 sir acting GWM
27 new to area, ISO 2 str GWM 23—30 to
hang out with,like sports bar hopping and
eating out. no fems pls.! #6308
Nashville SHOW ME SOMETHING NEW:
Zak, 6‘, 170, 27 GWM, gdlkg, Profl, great
body,like music dancing, movies, dinner,
intimate times at home looking for someone to
share my interests and expose me to some
new things! #6327
Kingsport MASCULINE BLACK MEN:
Richard, 22, ISO a mase BM, well end‘d
clean, any age, I‘m built, clean shaven, give
me a call— #26432

Nashville STOCKY BLONDE: Roy GWM
looking for GWM in the area, 6‘5, 260
stocky, dk bind/blue, smooth, Ikg for someone
to become friends, poss more, if ur interested,
lv a message. # 8948
AR TAKE A GAMBLE, Jack, masc out
GWM 37, 511, 200, brn/brn, mustache,
romantic, cuddler, like dining, love to cook,
movies, theater and travel, iso WM 20—40
with good sense of humor and zest for life,
like the simple things— # 8551
Memphis LOVE TO WRESTLE: Mike like
wrestling, have own work out room give me a
call! #8606
Memphis LOOKING FOR LITTLE
BROTHER: 511, 190, 46¢, 34w, brn/blue,
must mil Ikg, 35, str Ikg, acting, iso guy my
age or younger, muse young guy, like a little
bro, travel, canoe, hike, Profil educated, Iv a
message» # 8761
Memphis FOOT FUN: | have foot and dress
sock fetish, iso gay or bi WM 18—40— # 9087

ARE YOU MAN
ENOUGH?
LEATHERLINK
Hope
ace 115—281—3

Calf:

$1.99 per minute. 18+.
To respond to ads, browse unlisted ads, or retrieve messages. Only
i ul te an as an ine u al al nd an

xb
3pbw

October 1995
CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercialads FREE, Limitof30 words
(includingaddressorphonenumber) and
a $2.00 charge for the use of our P.O.
Box. Pleasespecifyifyou wantto use our
P.O. Box. Commercial ads are charged
at the rate of 20¢ ‘per word, $3.00
minimum. Phonenumbersandzipcodes
are free. Deadline for ads is the 15th of
each month. Send to Triangle Journal
News, Box 11485 Memphis, TN 38111—
0485. Classifieds must be submitted in
writing and must include your name and
a telephone number where—you can be
reached to verify the ad. If you would
likeacopyoftheissueyouradappears
in,
pleasesend $1.00tocover postage.

(501) 253—5283.
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa
1896. Locatedon EurekaSprings Historic
District loop close to downtown shops &
restaurants. Completely renovated for
comfort but still maintaining its old world
charm, elegance& romance: Picturesque
tree—covered hollow. The Arbour Gien,
#7 Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
(501) 253—9010.

MopeLs

f

Meetings at
N
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
f
masculine, swimmer, 6‘, 175#, frat boy
1488
Madis
on
Avenu
e
will help you release tension and stress.
Genuinely nice guy with no attitude. Call
Memphis, TN 38104
and leave your number, 901—537—6772, —
(901) 276—7379
any time.
Phoeni
x
(Alcoho
lics
Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Cigar Smoking Biker and my nationwide
Sunday
8:00
pm
Discussion
buddies get down—n—dirty from coast to
Massage Services
Monday
8:00
pm
Discuss
ion (Smoke Free)
YOU
DESERVE
THE
BEST coast. From TLCtoraunch, all callers 18+
Tuesday
8:00
pm
Twelve
Step Study
California traineg, certified bodyworker are welcome. 1—818—837—1859 24hrs.
Wednesday 8:00pm Big Book Study
Young models wanted, Gay or straight,
offering therapeuticand sports massage.
Friday
10:00 pm Discussion
white or Oriental, St. Louis to New
1"/, hours, by appointment, outcall only.
Saturday
8:00 pm Discussion
Orleans—for magazines and photo sets.
Personalized gift certificates available.
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Write for application (include photo):
Craig 10 a.m. — 10 p.m. (901) 278—9768.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Models,
PO Box 40691, Memphis, TN
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TIN
Thursday
7:00 pm Discussion (Open)
38174.
announcements and classifieds will not
Sunday
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
—
automatically be re—run. Announcements
PERSONALS
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
and classifieds mustbere—submittedeach
Artistic people—You make it, I‘ll sell it for
Erotic
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
month, in writing, bythe 15th ofthe month.
you!Or at least try! 901—354—9348.
Friday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Bro & BREAKFAST
Attractive GWM, 31, 56", 130#, blond,
Simply a Meeting (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Bed & Breakfast—A Victorian home
graduate student, likes: computers,
Monday
5:30 pm Discussion (Open)
furnished with antiques offers
Wednesday 5:30pm Discussion (Open)
alternative music, progressive politics,
by
accommodations to men and women.
New Age, physicalfitness, cute dudes.
Open Heart (Al—Anon)
_
Homeis located insmallTennessee River
Write: Jim, Rt. 1, Box 18, Gassville, AR
Tuesday
6:00
pm
Discuss
ion (Open)
Potty
Haad
town near Pickwick—Shiloh. Gourmet
Thursday
72635.
5:30 pm Discussion (Open)
country dinner with complimentary wine.
(Business meeting 3rd Tues. of the month, Birthdays last Tues.)
BiWM seeking Gay or Bi M or F any race
Area activities include: boating, walking
Freely
Speaking (All 12—Step Programs)
Beeper
*
to
be
very
active
FF
partner
and
much
trails, antique shops, auctions. Your hosts
Thursda
y
9:00 pm Discussion (Open)
more.
Call
Ed
901—722—5724.
Only
are available to assist with planning local
Living Today (HIV/Terminal Iliness Support)
1797—2296
serious, clean, and decent.
activities. Reservations: Mon—Thurs (901)
Friday
6:30 pm Discussion (Open)
Cha—Ching—Well, you and your hateful
278—5844, Fri—Sun (901) 687—3456.
Major Gedit Cards
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres
(but quite cute) pet Yankee made it home
the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a
ofprivacy inafunvacationarea. Exclusive
_ from Atlanta—I think we should name a
24 How
special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business
resortfor men &women. Hottub. Country
meetings are on the last Wednesday of the
park or a rest room or something after
month at 6:30 pm.
Discreet Lervices —
clubprivileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge,
you. Love—Mule. PS Do youreally have
Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News
Rt4, Box 155, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
GBF 20, intelligent. Seeking (mature Take a walk on the wild side!
I‘m a 29—year—old male, but I‘mtold I look
women) with goals for the future. If you
18. I have my own money. I ownmy own
think we can haveafuture together, page
home on a 2—acre lot in a small town _
GF (non—role player) single, petite,
south of Corinth, MS. I am looking for a
independent, well—traveled, classy but whitemale 29oryounger. Iamaprefered
bottom, but | like being a top sometimes
— down to earth, healthy, athletic, well
groomed, open—minded, versatile, not too. I would like to meet a serious man
alcoholic, not druggie. I am and want
whocan prove he is HIVfree. And a man
who can be discreet, because I live in a
feminine,
romantic,
sensitive,
You were chosen by God
compasionate, decent, fun, sociably small town. No flaming queens, no old
to be who you are —
active and mature (any age), any ethnic
men. | want a serious young lover and
gay, lesbian or
group, (lover and friend) share equal friendto sharemy lifewith. Ifyou‘re good—
heterosexual.
Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.

12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for

relationship/supporting goals. Ladies
write: Mermaid, PO Box3452, Memphis,
TN 38173—0452.
Good—looking, trim professional GWM is

ready to settle down with a 30s career—
minded romanticwho likeswearing faded
jeans and T—shirts. Send letter and photo .
to 4746 Spottswood #286, Memphis, TN
38117. :
GWM, 26, 55", 155#, likes: computers,
most music, health, crafts, Dr. Who, etc.
, Would liketo meet others forfun, write: Jim

the news.

NAME

Allen, PO Box 924, Clarksdale, MS 38614.
Homy? Love sex? Just want to get off?
Wanted: good—ooking, young, thin, white

ADDRESS
CITY

Boy—next—dooravailableformassageand/
or modeling services. Very attractive,

STATE

ZIP

guys. Callevenings:320—7723, beeperieave

Mail to: Triangle Journal News

Hot, kinky, fun, safe sex sought by GWM,
59%, 150#, Br, Gr, in shape, 35 years old,
great bottom. Average Inoks, college grad,
over—employed seek: ..: . apemen, 2145

pleasedwith my looks and my cut body
and
l girlish
ur "a ass. I have never
n had a
ort
toute tet a
friend,Itsrelationship.
5717.
all god! Call me: 601—462—
Pi arm-“mm 5 Tu seining

your sexuality is a gift from
onf in
i making
; and
God
Z ofTY isf a family
P
INTEGRI

amigo porgente con moralesy pensandos.
Esteban.
*
Small Endowed? Short in stature? Like us?
100sofguysnationwide,21—80s. SASE:PO
Box 610294, Bayside, NY 11361—0294.
Young, lean muscle wanted. GWM, 34,
541", 158#, in shape, dark features, seeks
discreet, oomfortablGewriters v_vith
“a. mam“younger

F

m'

P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

forgood times. Married, Biok. Nofats, fems,
druggies
Please, goahead,
call, leave a message: JB 901—358—2089.

prayer, friendsﬁip ond
understanding.

PHONE

|
11485, Memphis, TN38111—0485.
Rooxmnm

of Gays, Lesbians and
their friends within the
Episcopal Church.
INTEGRITY is a place to
find community and
support.
INTEGRITY offers
opportunities for growth,

mion
third Tuesday of the
month at Cafvary

RoommateWanted: Twobedroom,twofull
EPiscopal Church, Memphis.
baths, house w/extras. Inside 240 loop.
For more information, calf
Local phone, utilities, cable included.
Calvary Episcopal Church
$300/month. 682—6858.
AN
at 525—6602.
P.

—

The Gay Memphis Resources Directoryis
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein haverequestedto be listed, buthave
not been charged. Allphone numbers are
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.

1Bistée Spruce, Lakeland 38002 # 387—
7.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDSService
ization » 1450 Poplar,
gphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #272—

(* Indicates TVdistribution points.)

Gay and Lesbian American Indians:
Information a 725—4898.

ADULT BOOKSToREs
2214
345—0657.
CherokeeAdult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
a 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station # 683—9649.
Getwell Book Mart*®: 1275 Getwell # 454—
7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center®*: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd #
396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Alternative Restaurant Lounge: 553
So Cooper # 725—7922.
Amnesia*: 2866 Poplar «r 454—1366.
Apartment Club*: 343 Madison # 525—
9491.
— Autumn Street Pub*: 1349 Autumn
# 274—8010.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street # 276—
5522
Club 501/505%: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—
8655.
Coffee Cellar®: 3573 Southem # 320—7853.
Crossroads*: 102 N. Cleveland # 725—
8156.
— David‘s*: 1474 Madison # 2784313.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Nikita‘s Bar & Grill*: 2117 Peabody Ave
# 272—1700.
P & H Cafe*; 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—
9794.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Sunshine Lounge*: 1379 Lamar # 272—
9843
The Edge": 532 South Cooper §

# 272—3036.
WKRB in Memphis*: 1528 Madison
# 278—98321.
Western Steak House & Lounge: 1298
Madison # 725—9896.
X—scape*: 227 Monroe # 528—8344.
BOOKS & GIFTS
: Feminist
re » 930 S.
Cooper # 276—0282.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
SERVICES
‘s Cleaning
ce: #
41.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, freeestimates
# 327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office
# 388—3781.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
on
Movement: #
226—6523 Call for meeting place &
schedule.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club » 4372 Kerwin
Dr., Memphis 38128.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,
Memphis 38104 « Mailing address: Box
41679, Memphis 38174—1679 # 274—
8321, Dr. Jim Shaw.
American GayAtheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
a 452—5894.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
3139 Choctaw Ave. # 323—3111.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club « Meets Thurs., 7pm
Prescott Memorial BaptistChurch » 3956

(hasOﬂClwelandsmmocsysm
roup * c/o Sunshine Lounge, 1379
Lamar # 272—9843.
Gays Rejoicing & Affirmed in a Catholic
nvironment (GRACE): Support group
for Catholics &theirfriends» Meets every
Thurs. with Liturgy 2nd & 4th Thurs.
Information: # 725—5237. John.
Girth & Mirth of Tennessee: Statewide
men‘s social grougofor larger men & their
admirers « P.O. Box 40773, Memphis,
38174—0773 « 354—0155.
Holy Trinity Community Church*:
Worship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm;
Biblestudy: Wed. 7 pm; 1559 Madison #
726—9443
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, &am; Dinner,
6:45pm, $4; Meeting
Calvary
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd = 525—
6602.
7
Into The Ugeht (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Lambda Center « 276—7379.
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: 1698 Belvedere
Ct., Memphis 38104 # 278—1190 (Aaron
Foster).
Loving Arms (Support Partners for HIV+
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 # 725—6730.
Memphis Center for Reproductive
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center (MGLCC)*: 1486 Madison,
Mailing Address: Box 41074, Memphis
38174 # 726—5790.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Sports
Association: c/oMGLCC, Box41074#
728—GAYS or 458—6023.
Memphis Lambda Center®: Meeting place
for 12—step recovery programs » 1488
Madison = 276—7379, 726—6293, 527—
1461, or 327—3676.
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, & Transgendered Pride Events
* Box 3956, Memphis 38173 # 726—
4867 or 276—5263, Dennis Kijowsksi.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
support group « Box 11232, Memphis

MMﬁghts”
I
Group:roup: DavidDavi
Whitehead a 324—4865.
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
Memphis 38111—0042 #278—0961.
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
Memphis 38174—1822.
National Organization for Women
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174—
0982 # 276—0282.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of
Alcoholics): Memphis Lambda Center
® 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Parents&FriendsofLesbiansAndGays
(P—FLAG): Box172031, Memphis38187—
2031 # 761—1444.
© PhoenixAA Memphis Lambda Center #
454—1414.
RiotGRRL:Womyninterestedinfeminism
* Box 22354, Memphis 38111 # 276—
0282 (Meristemé.
Safgzlélarbor MCC: Rob Morgan # 272—
1022.
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Center #£7673??? 45'1E14186u

Southern Country Memphis:
Country
Western Dance Club # 278—9321 or
274—8655.
Southern Sisters: Support grout; for
transexual women (male to female) #
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
Stonewall Mission Church: AProgressive
Christian Church + Sun. Service 6:30
.m., meets atthe Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
ille, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Men‘s &
Women‘s leather org. Box 1034,

Collierville, TN 38027—1034# 853—0347.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club + Box 41082,
: # (708) 733—9590.
is 38174—1082.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
U of Students for Bisexual, 866m: Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—
Lesbian Awareness
s
7431 (24 hr. help & information for
c/o Office of Greek
Afairs Box 100, U of
Lesbians, Gays, transvestites &
M 38152.
a
;
ansexuals).
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
347—TEEN
(Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
# 678—3339.
& Les!
Switchboard: # 728—
Wings: Social Club » Box 41784, Memphis
YS » 7:30—11pm.
38174—1784. .
LINC: # 725—8895.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
mama
:
Serving
I
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
Suicide & Crisis IBarvention: # 274—
DDT BBS: Gay owned & operated,
7477.
discussion oriented, 14,400 baud #853— Transvestite—Transexual National
1308.
g;tl)iua::(617)899-2212(8-2am,Mon.Second Wind BBS: Memphis, Adult
bulletin, computer modem speeds to
LEGAL SERVICE
16,8000 BPS # 276—8027.
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law:
The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
Rt. 1, Box 255 A, Senatobia, MS 38668
board » 300 or 1200 baud # 274—6713.
# (601) 562—8738 or (901) 726—5281.
COUNSELING SERVICES
The Hoglund Law Firm at Memphis: 165
Ard, BSW: Personalgrowth, spitual
Madison, Sie 1813, Memphis 38103 #
counseling, alternative healing # 725—
526—7526 (24 hrs). _.
4898.
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union # 726—
Union Ave # 274—6824.
1284
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law:100
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
N. Main, Ste 2518 # 526—0809.
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
familycounseling,rebirthing @ 761—3435. Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
Second, Ste 600, # 521—9996.
Psychological Counselor + Simmons, Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
clﬁfﬁfgﬂPhD:
Psychollogist 806, # 523—8912
, PhD: Lensed
Li
«Centerpoint, 5180ParkAve. Ste 150#
MASSAGE SERVICES
767—1066.
Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual & massage,. therapeutic touch and
Couple Counseling, « 761—9178.
preparation for movement. By
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling appointment
only. # 527—2273.
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101 # 726— Bodyrights: Therapeutic/sports
massage
4586 « Sliding fee scale.
by appointment. # 377—7701.
Northeast Mental Health Center: # 382— Jim Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue
3880.
reflexology, Swedish massage
Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual & therapy,
# 521—6044, pager: 391—3176.
roup Counseling a 761—9178.
Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
Susan Taranto, MPS&CarolSchlicksup, Tom
massage by appointment. # 761—7977
MA: A center for personal growth. or Beeper 575—1230.
Individual, couples & group therapy « Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
géNive! # 323—2078 + Sliding fee
massage by appointment. Please call
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
MEDIA
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, Gay Alternative: Radio program, Mon.
accounting, estateplanning# 753—1413.
6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM 90, Box 41773,
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Memphis 38174.
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave,Ste 305 # Recovery Times: Free monthly news—
458—0152.
focusing on addictions & recovery.
FLORISTS
istributed in Memphis, Jackson, & .
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, #274—5767, 1— _ Nashville TN ## (901) 377—7963.
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
Flamingo Flowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon . newspaper published by Printers Ink «
Road, Suite 2 # 452—0803.
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 #
Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Union
454—1411.
Ave. #274—8103.
€
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES

Park East Florist: 6005 Park#761—2980.
Sweetpeas: 665 Madison 1 523—8635.
GMPHICS‘FHOTOGRAPHY
rr Photography:
Cal 12—7 «
CJ
Nadine # 366—7920.
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 #
278—5002. .
It‘s Done!:Typing,word
ing/pril
service—resumes, thesis, manuscripts,
etc. # 795—4308.
JRP Specialties: Photo business cards &
distinctive nature photography + Joe
Pfeiffer # 272—1207.
Print1e1rs Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—
1411.
RK Photo: B & Color photo services.
Business, event, personal photography,
& post card advertising = 452—2766.
Sega-$6 Portraits & photography # 327—
That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad
campaigns, letterhead, etc. r761—2980.

functions«LisaGra
Peabody
#726—5910
Cte
Moe
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Kings Interior Pdnﬂng: # 745—3300.
w Earth*: 852 S. Cooper,r 272—
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales,
service & repair, Heating & A/C. » 1447
National, a 327—6887, 327—7395.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*:
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual
ans-SSOSoumtloopern-nsNot Quite Paris*: Art, Antiques, Furniture
* 1737 Madison # 274—3736.
Petminers Unltl’mited: Pet sitting and/or
sitting bycompetent, caring couple
# 726—6198.
8
he
Quality Electronics: Gary Lewis, 1490
Getwell = 363—5554.
Quality Furniture: Gary Lewis, 1490
Getwell a 363—5554.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis #
Business: 377—1075, Home 375—9584
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
facility rental « Michael Sanders = 948—
3998.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
272—STAR.
The Bolo Bartender: Steve Wesson —
20051, St. Elmo, Memphis 38127 # 358—
2089.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and <
Legislan Community, 4646 Poplar #682—
2170.
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop &
Grooming Salon» 3700 S. Mendenhall #
794—3047 or 365—9716.
Whittington Tree& Lawn Service: Sandra
& Troy Whittington ## 685—8410. Free
estimates, 24 hr. service.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
W: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: a 854—0455.
;
Kris Pelts, Affiliate Broker, De Caro Realty:
5545 Murray Road Suite 100 # 767—3100.
Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380, Fax
278—4390.
%
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
fiadies
LOCATIONS
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332
CircuitPlayhouse: 1705 PoplarAve. #726—
5621
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Rd. Ext. = 683—9801.
Madison Ave. News & Tobacco, Co.: 1865
Madison a 726—5118.
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 1850 Peabody
Tobacco

Corner Newsroom: 669
MetarggtxaleSn-Gsz-

mbblfsuéirmnsmoopemm
052
Dolls & Bears: Doll Shop—3263 NWatkins
# 357—8600.
KylaJ. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Veteri—
narian, Megphis Area # (901)
465—2699. For emergency care

clt
.J.
ale Imagery):
Photo Sets*940 Royal St
#307, New Orleans, LA
70116 or PO Box 40691,
Memphis, TN 38174 # 320—
7723.
:
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration
& appliance repair «e 274—7011.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N. ‘llll|’
Second # 525—5302.
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and
Antiques: 2018
(Inthe Mid—Town
Flea Mark
HaveBarWillTravel: Bartendingforprivate

OCTOBER

2nd
Sat., Oct. 21

Annual

SPECIALS

Patio

Prizes — No

8:00 p.m.

Call 501

Chili

Cook—Off

Entry Fee

at 274—8655 for Entry Details

Every Monday
P & Tuesday _

T cer

Halloween

10:30. p.m.

Party / Costume Contest

_ Come in Your Best Bow—Wow Attire
Prizes for 1st & 2nd Place

Comm
Tuesday
[zz

is
Wednesday

[gre
}

[ze

Fg

<,
Uniform Night
Oct. 3, 19 & 31 — Hetti McDaniels World Famous Bow—Wow Tour — No Cover ——
Dart Tournament 7:30 p.m. — *3 Entry
Singles 301/Double Elimination — ‘25 Guaranteed to Winner!
Plus Too Real Show at 10 p.m. — No Cover
Trashy Thursday Underwear Night
‘1 Longnecks if Appropriately Attired from 9—11 p.m.
Show on 505 Side at 11 p.m. — ‘1 Cover
Southern Country C/W Dancing from 9 p.m.—12 mid. (Dance Lessons) —
Show at 12 midnight— 505 — ‘2 Cover
f
5»
couron __ j=l
I
I

4
Good for
‘1.00 Off

Beer Bust 2—6 p.m. with Free Buffet at 3 p.m. =

Show at 11:30 p.m. — "1 Cover
‘2 Beer Bust — 505 — 9 p.m.—1 a.m.

Y
501

‘ ' ' H W

a

Karaoke Special 10 p.m.—12 midnight — ‘1.75 Longnecks

Show at 12 midnight — 505 — $2 Cover

Emm

1

Happy Hour
Noon—7 p.m.

1
[Ska

CLUB

\_

Any Food Purchase
P
of $6.00 or More

L’1°°

Expires 10/31/95

l
|

s1°°_||

.= rs. . 8 p.m.—1 a.m.
Mon.—Thu
Fri. & Sat. 9 p.m.—3 a.m.
11} N. Claybrook

(901) 274—8655

E.

